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Sonic and the gang need to find the Chaos Emeralds to save the universe from total chaos. On the way,
they are tangled in a lot of random situations and meet characters they've never seen before...
RANDOMNESS!!!1 8D
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1 - I couldn't think of a better title...
Once upon a time… There lived 4 hedgehogs, a bat, 2 wolfs, a kangaroo and an echidna in a nice,
cozy house… They knew each other all too well, and one dayFeral: Whoa, whoa, whoa!! Time out!!!
All: O_o
What?
Feral: It’s not like a fairy tale or something… Come on!!!
ButFeral: NO!!! >_<
All: O_o
Sonic: Not that whole randomness again…
Feral: YES!!!11 >_<
Sonic: But that’s madness!!!1
Feral: Madness you say…?
All: Uh-oh…
Feral: THIS!!! IS!!! RANDOMNESS!!!!!! >_<
Sonic: Don’t you mean Sparta?
Feral: … *slaps Sonic*
MrGimp: BOOYA!!1
All: O_o
MrGimp: …
Then there was a long silence as to question what these two idiots were doing here…
Feral: ADVENTURE TIME!!! ^w^
Tala: Oh bloody hell... Not again...
Blain: Why…?
MrGimp: Because… Eeh…
Feral: You lost all the emeralds!!!
Sonic: No we didn’t…
MrGimp: *throws emeralds away* You did now, scrotumsack!!
Shadow: …frack…
MrGimp: So, be a good little hedgehog and fetch them!
Sonic: … No…
Feral: But it’ll be awesome! You get to go camping! And driving! And going on adventures and quests
andPeaches: YAAAAAAY!! CAMPING!!!

Tala: Nuh uh, Peaches. We don't have to go. The Chaos Emeralds aren't our problem...
Feral: *Uses her powers of awesomeness to make the Luna Emeralds vanish* Bwahahahahahahaha!!!
Tala: *Pause* Bugger...
Sonic: I guess we don’t have a choice then…
Blain: Well I do, I’m not going anywhere.
MrGimp: … You get to drive a car!
Blain: …
MrGimp: Unless you want to baby-sit Tails and Cream…
Blain: … I’m in.
All: …
Feral: Oh and eh, did we mentioned some evil dude is also looking for the Chaos Emeralds now and that
the world that we know is forever gone if he gets hold of them all?
MrGimp: So you gotta saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaave teh world! ^w^
Peaches: YAAAAAAAAY!! TIME TO SAVE THE WOOOOORLD!!
Everyone else: Woo hoo... -_-'
MrGimp: Now go my fellow friends of justice!! And- *gets slapped*
Feral: Now that’s settled, lets go!!1
MrGimp: And away we go!!! WOOOOOOOOOOOOOSH- *explodes*
Then there was this big awful silence…
All: ……
Peaches: LET'S GO!!!
Sonic: Where do we need to go?! We don’t know where they are!!!
Tails: I got a… Chaos Emerald radar…
Then everyone jumps on Tails and slaps him out of the way and stare at the radar…
All: Oer… Shiney…
Then all of a sudden, a big @$$ SUV falls down from the sky… And it’s broken…
Shadow: What the hell is that…?
Blain: Izza car…
Shadow: And it’s broken…
Blain: And it has a note… “This may help you on your way. Love, Feral and MrGimp”
Rouge: I’m not a mechanic or something, but, shouldn’t the wheels be under the car instead of being
scattered in our front yard…?
All: …………… *stares at Tails*

Tails: What!!
Sonic: You’re the nerd here! It’s your job to fix these things!
Tails: ButSonic: Well you fix it!
Tails: Yeah butShadow: YOU’RE A frackING NERD!!!1 YOU FIX IT!!!1
Tails: O_o
After Tails got out his tools… He tried to fix the wheels… Few moments later…
Tails: Ok, eehm… I think I got the wheels fixed…
All: YAAY!!
Then the car just fell into pieces…
Tails: Heh… -_-‘
Shadow: Oh damn it…
Tails: Atleast the wheels are still attached… ^-^
Wheels fall off…
Tails: Heh… Guess we’re going on foot then! ^-^
Blain: … *throws wheel at Tails*
After Tails regained conscious and fixed the whole car…
Tails: Almost done!!
Car: *giggles*
All: O_o
Nicole: Did the car just giggled…? O_o
All: …
Sonic: Are you done yet?!
Tails: Yup!
Sonic: Bye Tails! Take care of Cream!!
Tails: ButAll: LATER!!!11
Blain: Shove over, I’m gonna drive!!1
Knuckles: I CALL SHOTGUN!!!!1
Blain: I got a shotgun for you if you don’t shut the hell up.
So… With eight people… It gets kinda cramped… So…
Knuckles: Wheeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!1 *pushes all sorts of buttons*
Blain: …

So Knuckles got thrown in the trunk. Sonic got strapped on the roof…
Blain: Everyone ready?
All: YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY!!!!!!!!!11
Shadow: You know how to drive?
Blain: … Maybe…
Then Blain goes flat out… In reverse…
Cream: AAAAAAH!!!1 –splatRouge: Did you hear something?
Blain: No…
Rouge: It sounded… Meaty and crunchy…
Blain: I didn’t hear anything…
Then Cream crawls to the front to get away…
Shadow: Put it in drive.
Then Blain goes flat out again… Then Cream splattered all over the windshield…
Shadow: Hey look! Road kill!
Sonic: It’s Cream!!! O_o
Blain: *turns on windshield wipers* There.
After driving for half an hour… Everyone got bored… It all went silent…
Peaches: Who’s up for a game?!!
Nicole: What game?
Peaches: It’s called “In my pants”!!
Nicole: Well Blain would certainly love that game…
Blain: Shut up.
Peaches: No silly! It goes like this! You name a book, movie, game, anything, and you end it with, in my
pants! For example, “Titanic in my pants!!”
Nicole: Blain has one in his pants…
Blain: …
Then Knuckles popped his head up from the trunk…
Knuckles: OK, me first!!! “Girls just wanna have fun” in my pants!
All: You wish!!! *lmfao*
Shadow: “Maria Maria” in my pants. ^w^
Blain: “Lord of War” in my pants.
Nicole: “Grease Lighting” in my pants!!!
Rouge: “Nice Guys Finish Last” in my pants…

All: O_o
Knuckles: “I am legend” in my pants!!!1
Blain: “Saving Private Ryan” in my pants…
Shadow: “Crawling” in my pants…
Sonic: “We Are” in my pants…
Knuckles: “Teenagers” in my pants!!!11
Blain: “Smells Like Teen Spirit” in my pants!!!1
Peaches: “ANGRY BEAVERS” IN MY PANTS!!!!1
All: O_o *lmfao*
Peaches: Yaaaaaaaaaay!!! I got an angry beaver in my pants!!
Tala: Too much information… O_o
After driving for a loooooooooooong time…
Navigation thing: “At the next intersect, turn right.”
Blain: … We can’t go right… There isn’t any intersect…
Navigation thing: “Turn right”.
Blain: …
Navigation thing: “In 300 meters, turn left, and then left again”.
Blain: There’s only a straight road here!
Navigation: “You have reached your destination.”
Then they all realized there in the middle of a desert…
Blain: Oh dog tits…
Rouge: I TOLD YOU GUYS TO ASK FOR DIRECTIONS WHEN WE SAW THE SIGN 'Thank you for
visiting Civilisation. Come back again'!!
Blain: So now what?
Car: *giggles*
All: O_o
Peaches: Let’s have a picnic!!!!
All: YAAAAAAAAAY!!!1
Tala: … -_-‘
Then everyone went to unpack some food and sat outside near the car…
Sonic: Eeh… Guys? Can someone untie me? It’s kinda hot up here…
No one paid attention to Sonic as they all stuffed their faces…
Car: THERE THEY ARE!!!!1
All: O_o
Blain: What the hell is wrong with that navigation system…?
Nicole: I think that was the car itself…

At that point, everyone looked up and saw 4 massive fireballs coming down from the heavens…
Then the car transforms in a big @$$ robot… Sonic was still strapped on the roof…
All: ……. *jaw drops*
Car: Oh, hello!
Tala: … Just… What the hell are you…?
Car: I’m a roooooooobot! ^w^
All: …
Car: An Autobot to be more precise.
Sonic: Guys!!! Get me off!!!
Blain: So… That navigation system led us here…
Car: Yup…
Blain: And you drove all along…
Car: Yup…
Peaches: What’s your name?!!!
Car: … Sparklypoo…
Peaches: OH TALA!!!1 CAN I KEEP HIM?!! HUH?!! CAN I?!!1
Tala: No.
Car: It’s not fair! All the other Autobots get cool names, like, Barricade… Jazz… Optimus Prime… And… All
I got is Sparklypoo… I feel so violated…

Then Optimus and all the others arrived…
All: O_o
Blain: So... Why are you here?
Optimus: We are here looking for the Allspark...
Blain: Sparkplug?
Optimus: No... Allspark...
Blain: Wtf is an Allspark?
Optimus: Our world, was once a proud race until it was consumed with deathBlain: BOOOOOOOOOORING!!!
Optimus: O_o
Blain: Dude, listen to me.
Optimus: 'K...
Blain: Your a car right?
Optimus: Yes...
Blain: Cars have engines right?
Optimus: Yes...
Blain: Engines need sparkplugs to work right?
Optimus: ... Yes...
Blain: Then you’re not looking for an Allspark, your looking for a sparkplug!!
Optimus: T_T
Sonic: … Smart @$$…

Optimus: SPARKLYPOO!!! GET YO' SPARKLY @$$ MOVING!!!!
Sparklypoo: Oh, I gotta go guys! Nice meeting ya!!
Sonic: Guys!!!! Help me!!!
Then the Autobot fracks off with the other transformers…
All: …
Peaches: Oh… Sparklypoo will be missed…
everyone: o.O
Rouge: Well... That was unexpected…
Shadow: What about Sonic…?
All: …
Blain: A moment of silence for Sonic…
All: …
Shadow: Let’s go!!11
Tala: What the frack are we meant to do?
Suddenly, Sonic fell from the sky!!
Sonic: HOLY FUUUUUUUUUUUUU-!!! –splatAll: …
Nicole: Where the hell did you came from?
Sonic: Sparklypoo flew off with the others… He was kind enough to drop me…
Then some other stuff fell along on Sonic.
Sonic: Ow…
Tala: There’s a tent!
Knuckles: … Echidna honeys volume 6…?
Nicole: We don’t have a dvd player…
Knuckles: CUUUUUUUURSES!!! FOILED AGAIN!!!!11
Shadow: …… We’re in the middle of the desert. With… No transportation…
Peaches: We have lots of food!
Rouge: And a tent!
Knuckles: We can’t stay here forever!!!1 >_<
Peaches: Correction... We HAD lots of food *Points to Sonic*
Sonic: *Chocolate and crumbs all around his mouth*... ^-^
All: Son of a dog!!11 *punches him*
Feral: Will they get out the desert alive?!!!
MrGimp: Will they ever find all of the Chaos Emeralds?!!1
Feral: Will Sonic admit to Shadow that he’s a sexy hunk a hedgehog?!!

MrGimp: And why the hell did we ever choose to collaborate?!!1
Feral: TO BE CONTINUED!!!!11

2 - Raccoon City...

LAST TIME!!!!!
*Garbeled rubbish*
THIS TIME!!!!
Even more garbeled rubbish!!!1
.......
Hooray!!!!1
All: .....
Knuckles: I sense something.
All: O_o
Knuckles: And it’s to my right!!!1 *smacks into sign*
All: …
Sonic: “Raccoon City, 20 miles.”
All: …
Sonic: “Beaver City, 30 miles”.
All: …
Sonic: “Capybara City, 40 miles”.
Then they all discover a McDonalds was next to them the whole time.
Shadow: O_o
All: …
Shadow: … I WANT A HAPPY MEAL!!!!
Blain: Oh fracknuts, he lost it again…
Shadow: WHERE’S MY MARIA?!!!11 MARIA PROMISED ME TO TAKE ME TO MCDONALDS FOR A
HAPPY MEAL!!!!1 BUT I DON’T HAVE A HAPPY MEAL!!!!1
YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARGH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11
So they all entered the McDonalds thing to satisfy Shadow’s primal needs… And because it was
the only way to shut him up… But, as they entered the McDonalds, it was dark and desolated…
They approached the counter and there was a guy standing there, not moving an inch… He had
bite marks all over him and blood and stuff…
Guy: Blargh!!1
Shadow: One happy meal please! ^w^
Guy: Blargh?

Shadow: A coke.
Guy: Blerghblablablerghbluuuuuuurgh…
Shadow: …… Anyone got some money…?
And they all said no as the guy behind the counter freaked them out…
Guy: Blerghblablablurhgmeep!
Shadow: Whaddaya mean I cant have it?!! O_o
Guy: BLEEEEEEEEEEEEERGH!!!11
Shadow: I WANT MY HAPPY MEAL!!!11
Guy: Blargh…
Shadow: YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARGH!!!!1
Then Shadow jumped over the counter and bashed the guy senseless… And stole a happy meal
toy. As the others looked at the dead guy…
Tala: I think it’s a zombie.
Sonic: What makes you think that?
Tala: Well the fact that his jaw is missing and maggots coming out of his eyes gave me a hunch.
Shadow: *chews on happy meal toy* =3
Rouge: What's that? *Points to something in the far corner of the resteraunt. They all look closer*
Peaches: Awww.... It's a bunny! ^_^ *Makes strange clicky noises to attract it*
Rabbid: Bwa? *Comes closer*
Knux: Guys... I think it's another zombie...
*Pause*
Rabbid: DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!! *Pulls plunger out of nowhere and chases them*
Rouge: Jinkies!
All including rabbid: O_o *stopped dead in there tracks and stared at Rouge*
Rouge: What…? O_o
Shadow: Jinkies…? O_o
Rouge: Yeah!
Shadow: … Dyke…
Rouge: I’m not a dyke!
Shadow: …
Rouge: …
Shadow: … Dyke… >w<
Then the rabbid kept looking hungry at the crew…
Rabbid: Bwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa…
Tala: Run, he’s gonna eat ya.
All: …
Then all of a sudden, it jumped on Blain, sucking a plunger in his face and made those nibble

sounds…
Blain: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!! SON OF A dog!!! HE GOT ME!!!! GET HIM OFF ME!!!! OH frack!!!1
HE’S BITING ME!!!! HE’S BITING MY LEG!@!!!11 IT BUUUUUUUUUUUURNS!!!!1
FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUCK!!!!1
All: …………
Shadow: Five bucks on the bunny.
Sonic: I’m in.
Nicole: Shouldn’t we help him?
They all watched as Blain struggled with the bunny…
Shadow: Naah, look, Blain’s winning!
Knuckles: No, I’m pretty sure that’s blood coming out of his ear…
Shadow: SHUDDAP!!!!1 BLAIN’S WINNING!!!1 *slaps Knuckles*
As Blain finally managed to throw the bunny of him, he grabs the rabbid’s head and stuck it in a
frying pan. The rabbid gurgles in the boiling oil… Then Blain stumbles back to the crew…
Sonic: You owe me five bucks Shadow…
Shadow: *Punches Sonic*
Blain: Thanks for the help…
All: No problem! ^w^
Blain: … -_-‘
Tala: Well Blain, nice knowing ya, but you gotta die.
Blain: O_o
Tala: Yeah! You got bitten, so you’ll become one of them. So basically, you’ll die.
Blain: … Again? Oh dog tits…
Peaches: It's getting dark outside...
Sonic: We should focus on finding somewhere to stay the night.
Nicole: Yeah. We can kill Blain in the morning.
Blain: Oh goody.... -_-'
So they all fracked off to Raccoon City. Once they got there, they noticed the city was deserted
and all of a sudden, an eerie silence surrounded them with nothing else but hearing the wind
wave through the deserted streets…
Shadow: Woooooooooooooooooosh…
Sonic: *slaps Shadow*
Peaches: How you holding up Blain?
Then they all looked at Blain who started to mutate… Peaches poked his bunny ears that began to
grow on his head…
Blain: Peachy... fracking... Creamy... -_-'

Peaches: Goood! ^w^
Blain: All of a sudden, I feel like I’m craving for carrots…
Tala: Here, this should help.
Then Tala pulled out a scarf out of nowhere and strapped it around Blain’s leg just above the
biting wound.
Tala: It should slow down the infection.
Blain: Whoopdidoo…
Shadow: SILEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEENCE!!!!111
All: O_o
Shadow: I hear something…
Then they see a crapload of those zombie rabbids feasting on a body… And as they turned
around…
Shadow: … We’re surrounded.
Sonic: We gotta get past them somehow…
Blain: It’s easy… Just send Nicole there, they will attack her while we can sneak around and get away…
Nicole: What?!!!1
Then all the rabbids found out they had visitors… And fresh meat… O_o
So they started to close in on them…
Blain: Whoopdidoo Nicole, way to go… -_-‘
Sonic: Ok, on three, we all run like hell and scream like doges.
All: …
Sonic: THREE!!!11
All: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!1 *run like hell*
As they ran past the zombie rabbids, they noticed a church…
Tala: But, there’s a nice 5-star hotel with food and weapons over there!
Ahem, I said, they noticed a church.
Tala: Damn you…
So they all ran towards the church, barged in the door and locked it…
Knuckles: *does a monk’s chant*
Shadow: SHUT THE HELL UP!!!1
Blain: Ssh… I hear something…
Carefully… They walked down the dark corridor… With every footstep they made, the sounds gets
louder… Then all of a sudden, it stops again… As they turned a corner… Blain noticed something…

He gestured the others to follow him as he carefully opened a door… Then all of a sudden, a shot
was heard, and Blain stumbled back as he yelled in pain…
Guy: STAY BACK!!!! YOU’RE NOT TURNING ME INTO ONE OF THEM!!!1 THIS IS MY HIDING
PLACE!!!1 GET OUT!!11
All: … Ok…
So they all turned around and locked the door…
Guy: Guys! Come back! I only wanted someone to talk to! I’m sorry for shooting you! Don’t leave me!
Come baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaack!!!1 *cries*
Then sounds of a person being mauled rang through out the church. Blain crawled towards the
others seeing as he was shot in his leg…
Blain: Ow, ow, ow…
Peaches: *pokes rabbit ears* Heehee! ^w^
Blain: … Tala, can I punch her?
Tala: Naah, just a slap will do.
Blain: …
Shadow: You ok Blain?
Blain: I’m turning into one of them am I…?
Sonic: Well… This isn’t easy for me to say but… Yes… You are…
Blain: I don’t wanna die man…
Nicole: Why not?
All: ……
Nicole: Shutting up now… ^w^
Then Blain collapsed… He had just enough strength to pull Sonic over…
Sonic: Whoa!!! *bumps head into wall and passes out*
Blain: ………… *pulls Shadow over*
Shadow: O_o
Blain: Shadow… L-listen to me… If… If I turn into one of them… Sl-Slap Peaches for me when… When
she’s poking my ears…
Shadow: I will Blain…
Blain: … Aw man this sucks……
Then there was this big awful silence…
Knuckles: Did you know echidnas are the only mammals that lay eggs? ^w^
Suddenly, there is a loud thud at the door. Tala and Rouge run to check out what's going on only
to realise that the rabbids are trying to bust the door down.

Rouge: But! That's evil!
*Sigh* Fine… The rabbids get bored so they go and have some coffee to give the others enough
time to think of a plan. There.
Rabbid: Bwa daaah bwa daa!! Bwa daaah ba bwaa da ba daah bwa…*
*translation: Oh for fracks sake!! Let’s go guys, we got some donuts left…
Rabbids: DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!1**
**translation: YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY!!!!!1
Rouge: Thank you… ^w^
I don’t know what to say right now.
Sonic: So now what?
Shadow: Whadda ya mean?
Sonic: We’re in a church, surrounded by zombie rabbid things, with no hope of escaping alive. Sergeant
major Blockhead is dead andBlain: I’m not dead!!
Sonic: … I…
Shadow: What…?
Sonic: I miss him already… I can still hear him call us names…
Blain: You fracking asswipe!! I’m not dead yet!!!
Rouge: You mean we’re all gonna die here…?
Sonic: Yes Rouge… Gentlemen… It was an honour working with you…
All: …
Sonic: What?
Shadow: I hope your dick falls off.
Sonic: O_o
Tala: As much as I hate to break your dog-fight up, those fracked up zombie things are getting closer...
Knuckles: SWEET GHANDI!!!!1 THEIR COMING IN!!!!!
Then suddenly, Ghandi appeared dressed up as Naruto.
Ghandi: KAGE BUNSHIN NO JETSU!!!!
Then all the bunnies got blown away…
*Awkward silence*

Ghandi: … O_o
Sonic: Yeah thanks, we’re good now.
Ghandi: Aight. *disappears in a flash*
All: …
Rouge: Scary.

Feral: Where will their adventure take them next?!
MrGimp: Will Sonic stop screaming like a dog?!
Feral: Will Knux EVER stop wearing Rouge's thongs when no one is around?!
Rouge: Wait what?!
Knuckles: What, it’s comfortable!
MrGimp/Feral: O_o *jaw drop*
We’re experiencing technical difficulties. Please stand by.
MrGimp: … Well, that was breaking news.
Feral: I was right…? O_o
MrGimp: To be continued!!
Feral: I was right!! Whoohoo!!
MrGimp: To be continued!!!1 >_

3 - Yaaarrrrrrrr!!!!
After everyone got out of the church and noticed those dead rabbid things…
Sonic: Where to now?
Shadow: This way.
Then all of a sudden they got slapped by a giant hand.
Hand: DO NOT FOLLOW THAT WAY!!!
All: … Eh?
And the giant hand slapped them again.
Hand: It is destiny!!! You must follow this road!!
Angelic choruses are heard as a road is being lit up by a light from the heavens.
Hand: ……
All: …
Nicole: Is it me or is this getting weirder by the minute…?
Sonic: … Super Smash Brothers Melee…?
Hand: GO FORTH YOUNG HEROES!!! DEFEAT THAT WHAT HAS COME UPON YOU!!!!
Sonic: Let’s justThen the giant hand slapped Sonic…
Sonic: OW!!! What the hell!!
Hand: … ^w^
All: …
Hand: There will be a ship near the docks!! Board it!! And you shall find what you are looking for!!
Shadow: You mean the Chaos Emeralds will be there?
Hand: … No! ^w^
All: …
Hand: Bye!
Then the hand just magically disappeared.
Sonic: …
All: …
Meanwhile… At the docks…

Sparrow: I owe Davy Jones 100 souls…
Gibbs: Yup…
Sparrow: Where to get 100 souls…
All: HEY GUYS!!!
Sparrow: You’re hired!! All of you!!
All: O_o
Rouge: Hired for what?
Sparrow: To join my crew!
Sonic: … We gotta think about that.
So they all stand in a circle… Since they got no clue where to go, they decided to join. Also,
because the Hand said it. Kinda strange, considering a hand doesn’t have a mouth…
Sonic: … We’re in!
Gibbs: Aye!
Sparrow: Lemme see you’re tough pirate faces!
Then everyone pulls a weird face like they gotta shoot needles.
Sparrow: Close enough.
Peaches: Awesome!!
Sparrow: My name be Capt’n Jack Sparrow…
Gibbs: And I’m Master Gibbs…
All: Hello.
Sparrow: … Hoist the flags!!!! Raise that big thingy!!!!
Gibbs: Welcome to the Black Pearl lads…
So after they got on board and the ship set off to open water…
Sonic: So where are we going?
Blain: I don’t know, I’m still confused.
Sonic: About what?
Blain: Well we boarded a ship, while there were like, hundreds of more ships back at the docks…
Sonic: So?
Blain: So… The Hand didn’t say which ship…
Sonic: And you’re point being…?
Blain: Why the hell did we had to choose a ship with singing pirates?!!!
Sparrow: *singing* I GOT A JAR OF DIRHIIIRT!!! I GOT A JAR OF DIRHIIIRT!!!
Shadow: The captain isn’t the only one singing…

Peaches: *sings* IF YOU'RE HAPPY AND YOU KNOW IT, CLAP YOUR HANDS!!!!
Pirates: *Clap clap* ^w^
Blain: This is bullshoot, I’m gonna talk to the captain.
Sonic: Good luck…
So after Blain got up and went to Sparrow on deck…
Blain: Captain Sparrow sir?!
Sparrow: Yeeeeeeees?
Blain: Where are we heading?
Sparrow: Cuba my little spiky friend… Cuba…
Blain: Doing what?
Then they feel a huge bump… Everyone almost fell forward…
Tala: What the hell was that?!
Pirate: WE MUST HAVE HITTENED A REEF!!!
Gibbs: That’s no reef…
Pirate: IT’S THE FLYING DUTCHMAN!!!
Sparrow: … Bugger…
Sounds of wood creaking are heard…
Sonic: Was that you…?
Shadow: Eh?
Wood creaking gets louder…
Shadow: What are you talking about…?
Sonic: Holy shoot, what's that smell??!! Did you just fart?!
Shadow: NO I DIDN’T!!!
Again, wood creaking noises…
Sonic: SHADOW!! I SWEAR TO GOD, IF YOU CRACK ANOTHER ONE, PLEASE WARN BEFORE-!!!!
Then Shadow looked scared shootless. Which was funny as hell to see. What he saw was…
Gibbs: IT’S THE KRAKEN!!!!!! O_o *rolls around on deck*
Will: SWEET GHANDI ON A POGOSTICK!!!!
Then Ghandi hops passed them on deck with a pogostick.
Ghandi: 'Sup?

All: … Awkward…
Sonic: Where the hell did he came from…?
And as the Flying Dutchman closes in, weapons are being handed out… Blain got a musket
pushed in his hands as the crew of the Flying Dutchman board the Black Pearl… And the
inevitable fight was starting…
Sparrow: YOU THERE!!! POSSUM AND… GUINEA PIG!!!!1
Tala/Nicole: Eh?!
Sparrow: GUARD THE RUM!!!
Tala/Nicole: O_o
Sparrow: NOW!!! I DON’T WANNA LOSE IT AGAIN LIKE LAST TIME!!!1
Then Tala and Nicole put up their mean pirate faces.
Tala/Nicole: ARGGG!!!!
Sparrow: …
And as Tala and Nicole ran below deck to “guard” the rum, everyone else was fighting on board.
Blain just stood there with a musket hesitating on what to do.
Gibbs: WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING?!!!
Blain: At the RRTS, I always got ordered on what to do.
Gibbs: YOU GOT A MUSKET!!!
Blain: So?
Gibbs: FIRE IT!!! FIRE AT WILL!!!
Blain: Why didn’t you say so…
Will: AIM PORTSIDE CANNONS!!!!
Blain: *aims at Will*
Will: FIIIIIIIIIIIIIRE!!!!!!
Blain: *Shoots Will*
Will: GAAAGHK!!!
Elizabeth: NOO!!!!
Blain: Well he said fire himself!! And you said fire at Will!!
Gibbs: NOT THAT WILL!!! THE OTHER WILL!!!
Blain: There is no other Will!
Pirate: Well actually, my name is William and- *gets shot*
Blain: ^w^
Pirate: He said his name was William-!!! *gets shot*
Gibbs: STOP IT!!!!! >_<
Blain: Aw…
Everyone on board of the Black Pearl fought bravely, but they were outnumbered by the crew of
Davy Jones… At some point, everyone on deck got captured… And Davy Jones entered the Black
Pearl…

Fish Pirate: *make beatbox sounds*
Davy Jones: *raps* Because u could keep any dog I got my rich tea dog tea I tell ya I’m a junkie a
flunky cruzin ma @$$ with a Oreo don't need a hoe, got ma garibaldi not Barlow, he's gone now. I need
a Kit-Kat when the rhymes phat , with the beat I cant cheat, can a biscuit cheat like a mother? Hell no!!
Fish Pirate: *raps* But Jones, don't ya know, oh, oh. Don't be fooled when ya dip them in your tea, there
not, there not gonna make you happy and… *looks around*
Davy Jones: …
Fish Pirate: Sorry… ^w^
Davy Jones: WILL YOU SHUT UP?!! *slaps beatbox pirate*
All: O_o
Davy Jones: You’ve ruined my entry!!
Davy Jones looked pissed at Shadow and slowly walked up to Sparrow.
Davy Jones: Sparrow…
Sparrow: Yuuuuuuuuuuuuuuush…………?
Davy Jones: I thought we had a deal here…
Sparrow: Did we now old chumbucket?
Davy Jones: One hundred souls… Time’s up…
Sparrow: Actually, I still have a minute to go.
Davy Jones: Poppycock…
Peaches: *gasp!!* You made a swear!! O_o
Davy Jones: Well, well, well, what have we here…?
Peaches: Oops…
Sparrow: Yes, right I’m still busy as you can see.
Davy Jones: No Sparrow…
Sparrow: Yes Sparrow… Here, pick one of my crewmates to work for you. I’ll get you the other 99 as
soon as possible. …Savvy?
Davy Jones: …
Sparrow: Come ooooooooooooooon…
Peaches: OH!!! OH!!! PICK ME!! PICK ME!!! PLEASE OH PLEASE!!! PICK ME!!!!
Davy Jones: Very well then… Sparrow…
Jones snatches Peaches by her neckscruff as she poked his tentacles.
Peaches; Eeeeeeew! You’re gooey!!
Davy Jones: …
Peaches: … Did I mentioned I absolutely loooooooooooove calamari? Tastes great with wasabi! ^w^
Davy Jones: Silence!! >_<
Peaches: … Well someone is moody…
Davy Jones: This will do Sparrow… For now…

Sparrow: Great!
As the fishpirates leave and Jones buggers off, Sparrow turns to the rest of the crew and grins…
Sparrow: Well. That was a huge success!
Knux: What just happened?
Sparrow: Tala's little sister just bought us some time. *Emotionally* Her memory shall live on in our
hearts. *Pause* Alright, everyone. To Tortuga!
Blain: I thought you said Cuba! O_o
Sparrow: I did?
Blain: Yeah!
Sparrow: No I didn’t.
Blain: -_-‘
Shadow: I don’t know if you guys noticed, but that giant squid thing is still attacking us.
Sparrow: Ok, on three, we all scream our lungs out and roll around on deck.
Blain: Don’t you think we shouldSparrow: CAPTAIN’S ORDERS!!!! >_<
All: O_o
Sparrow: Ready?!
All: Ready!
Sparrow: THREE!!!!
All: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!! *rolls around on deck*
Shadow: I don't see how this serves any practical use at all, Jack...
Sparrow: *Smacks Shadow* That's CAPTAIN Jack!
Ghandi: AH LIKE BUTTERNUT SCOTCH!!!
All: …
Sonic: Where the hell did he come from?
Tia Dalma: Ya gots to feed teh Kraken!
Sonic: Now where the hell did she come from?!!
Tia Dalma: Voodoo mahgic mohn!
Knuckles: … That has got to be the ugliest fish I’ve ever seen.
Then she picked up Ghandi and threw it at the Kraken. Then the Kraken explodes.
Sonic: Oh cool! Now guess the number in my head!
Tia Dalma: You’z tinking of teh number 4!
Sonic: … She really is amazing… O_o
Knuckles: Now turn me into a fish!!
All: …

Sonic: So you’re some mystical voodoo lady that knows all huh?
Tia Dalma: Yuuuuuush… What ees it that choo wont…?
Sonic: Well actually, we’re looking for the Chaos Emeralds.
Rouge: Except we got no clue where to find them…
Tia Dalma: Aaah… I tink I knows…
Sonic: You do?! O_o
Tia Dalma: Yeeeeeeeeeeees…
Sonic: You can see into my mind?!
Tia Dalma: Yes… You is tinking of the black hedgehog with the red stripes in a thong…
Sonic: Hot damn!! *gets punched*
Shadow: Crazy @$$ son of a dog…
Rouge: Anyway, you know where they are?
Tia Dalma: Yes… But I want someting in return…
Rouge: … Anything…
Tia Dalma: I want… Him…
All: Who?!
Then they all looked at a wounded Will…
*long silence*
Will: What?
Rouge: … Deal.
Tia Dalma: PUCKER UP YOU SEXY HUNK A PIRATE!!!!
Will: *dies*
Tia Dalma: *resurrects Will*
Will: *dies*
Tia Dalma: *resurrects Will*
Will: *dies*
Tia Dalma: *resurrects Will*
Will: … *dies*
Tia Dalma: …………… *resurrects Will*
Will: …………………………………………… *dies*
Tia Dalma: *resurrects Will* I can keep this up all day ya know…
Will: … frack…
Rouge: -ahemTia Dalma: What?!
Rouge: The Chaos Emerald?
Tia Dalma: Right… You can find the Chaos Emerald in Cuba…
Blain: That’s where we’re heading right?!
Sparrow: Not anymore…

All: What?!!
Sparrow: As some of you may know, I still owe a debt to Davy Jones… Help me to defeat him, and I’ll
drop you off in Cuba…
All: …
Sparrow: Deal…?
Rouge: I guess we don’t have a choice… Deal…
Tia Dalma: I tink this is gonna be a dangerous quest…
Sonic: … Yeah.
Tia Dalma: Come on Will. Let’s get familiar with each other…
Will: Noooo!!!!!!! *gets dragged below deck*

Elizabeth: Will!!
Pintel/Ragetti: Hello puppet…
Elizabeth: I’M NOT A PUPPET!!! I’M A REAL BOY!!!! >_<
All: O_o
Sonic: Ok, is it me or did see just freak the frack out of me?
Shadow: Says the hedgehog that’s got pricky thoughts.
Sparrow: Well at least the Flying Dutchman is off of our tail…
Pirate: IT’S THE FLYING FRENCHMAN!!!!
Sparrow: Bugger…
Frenchman: WHEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!! JE SUIS L’HOMME DE FRANCAIS!!!! *gets shot*
Sparrow: Right… Let’s set sail… TO TORTUGA!!!!1
Meanwhile… On the Flying Dutchman… A certain young female wolf is struggling to survive on a
ship filled with pirates who are condemned to set sail for eternity…
Bootstrap: You know how this game works…?
Peaches: Yes I do-hoo!
Pirate 1: I’ll bet… Four sixes…
Pirate 2: Six fives…
Pirate 3: Three two’s…
Peaches: *sits down and pulls a confident face* I challenge Davy Jones…
Jones: O_o
So they both sit down and have a game duel…
Jones: The stakes…?
Peaches: Hundred years on board of the Dutchman…

Jones: Against…?
Peaches: … A pony…
Jones: …
Peaches: … And a lollipop…
Jones: … Done…
They roll the dices…
Jones: I roll a 10... Can I attack?
Peaches: No, no. You need to roll over 14 to do any damage to a troll...
Jones: Ah fudgenuts...
Peaches: Dungeons and Dragons isn’t easy, Jones!
Jones: I know!
Peaches: Don’t worry, it’s your turn again.
Jones: AHA!!! I rolled a 16! I make my paladin raise undead minions!
Peaches: *Sighs* Paladins can't raise the undead. Only necromancers can do that, silly…
Jones: WHY DIDN'T YOU TELL ME THIS BEFORE?!
Peaches: IT'S IN THE RULE BOOK!!!
Jones: *eats rule book* NOT ANYMORE!!!1 >_<
Peaches: … This is why we can't have nice things!!
Feral: Will Peaches ever get back to the others?!
MrGimp: Will Jones ever roll over 14 to do any damage to a troll?!!1
Feral: And what has become of Will?!
MrGimp: Will Elizabeth stop screaming like a dog?!
Feral: And will the Flying Frenchman be alright?!!
MrGimp: No.
Feral: Eh?
MrGimp: No, he’s not alright.
Feral: TO BE CONTINUED!!!!! >_<

4 - Wheeeeeeee!!1

And as they all set sail to… Whatever it is their heading, problems are rising up…
Shadow: We’ve been sailing for days now…
Sonic: Yup…
Shadow: We've been on this harsh ocean for so long.... How long have we been tossed about on these
cruel, cruel waves? We’re running out of supplies… With no hope of getting off this ship alive… All the
water is gone… No more food… I… *gets out razorblade*
Sonic: No Shadow… Don’t.
Shadow: … I… I was just about to shave myself actually…
At that point, the ship’s cat walked on deck.
Sonic: We’ll have to start eating the cat then…
Shadow: … I’ll go get the taco crisps and dip sauce.
Then all of a sudden, Shadow felt he got poked by something. He turned around and Nicole
stared at Shadow with a pair of binoculars in his eyes.
Nicole: LAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAND HOOOOOOO!!!!
And as they looked up, they noticed Tala standing near Sparrow…
Tala: FIRE TORPEDO ONE!!!!
Sparrow: What's a torpedo?!
Gibbs: We don’t have torpedo’s!!
Tala: FIRE TORPEDO TWO!!!!
Gibbs: Cut it out!!!
Tala: YARR!!! THIS BE MUTINY I TELL YEE!!! *slaps Sparrow*
But what they didn’t know is that some evil pirate is boarding the Black Pearl in hope to catch
some information about treasures… In fact… They all didn’t see the big pink pirate ship right next
to them with the pink Jolly Roger flag…
Sparrow: … *slaps Tala*
Tala: *punches Sparrow*
Sparrow: Will you stop it!!
Tala: *annoying voice* WILL YOU STOP IT?!!1
Sparrow: I MEAN IT!!!!
Tala: *annoying voice* I MEAN IT!!!! *slaps Sparrow again*

The evil pirate couldn’t stand it anymore as he watched the fight between Sparrow and Tala
taking more of a violent form… He came out from his hiding place and decided to end it…
Chris Crocker: LEAVE SPARROW ALOOOOOOOOONE!!! ALL YOU WANT FROM HIM IS MORE,
MORE, MORE, MORE, MORE!!!!1 *cries*
Rouge: *kicks him over board*
Sparrow: That was... Scary...
Tala: *Annoying voice* That wasBlain: Shut the hell up already!!! *Slaps Tala*
Tala: DID THAT MAKE YOU FEEL TOUGH?!!! HITTING A GIRL?!!!
Blain: You didn't say that to Sparrow.
*Pause*
Tala: She's a guy?
Gibbs: … *sighs* I need a drink…
Gibbs walked down the stairs below deck, but not long after that, he ran up again…
Gibbs: Why’s the rum gone?!!!! O_o
Nicole: Yo ho ho and a bottle of coke!! O_o
Tala: … *hic*
Gibbs: WHY IS THE RUM GONE?!!! *shakes Tala*
Tala: … *hic* ^w^
Gibbs: …
Tala: *giggles* Yjou told us to guard it!!1
Nicole: And wuts a better place to keep it sjafe then our bellies!!1 *hic*
Tala; I… I have to take a weewee… *hic*
Nicole: Oooh!!1 Me too!!
Tala: Let’s go together!!
Nicole: Hooray!!
All: …
Nicole/Tala: *skips off and falls down the stairs*
All: …
Nicole: I’m alright lads!!
Sonic: … I thought Nicole had an Aussie accent…
Knuckles: Hey! There’s a guy overboard!
Rouge: I know! I just kicked him overboard!!
Chris Crocker: *cries*
After they brought Crocker onboard, the pirates on the pink ship noticed their captain was
captured…
Pirate: OH NOES!!!!1 THEY’VE CAPTURED OUR PROUD LEADER!!!

Knuckles: Dude!! You ok?!
Crocker: YOU SCALLYWAG!!!! >_<
Knuckles: That was a nasty fall you made!
Crocker: YOU DID NOT JUST TOUCH THE GREAT CHRIS CROCKER!!! >_<
Knuckles: …
Crocker: Do you even know who I am?!!
All: … Chris Crocker…?
Crocker: Aah!! I see my reputation exceeds me!!
Rouge: … You just said you’re name…
Shadow: Wait wait, the whiney dog from Youtube?! O_o
Crocker: I’ve seen you on Myspace…
Shadow: …
Crocker: I am the great captain Crocker and when my crew finds out I’m captured, they will cut you to
ribbons!! >_<
Sonic: Dude, you’re not captured, we just saved your @$$!
Crocker: EN GARDE!!!! >_< *draws sword*
Sparrow: …
Crocker: *cuts Sparrows pants off*
Sparrow: O_o
Crocker: Getting undressed so soon?! *winks*
All: O_o
Crocker: *floors Shadow* Looks like I just swept you off your feet! *winks*
Blain: *Punches Crocker in the face*
Crocker: Ow!!
All: … *stares at Crocker whining on the floor*
Meanwhile… At the pink ship…
Mahabi: … *hums*
Gay pirate: DON’T CHOO BE MOVING SWEETIE!!!!
Lattei/Mahabi: …
Mahabi: … *pushes pirate overboard*
Lattei: Well breaking free was easy… *flicks gay pirate overboard*
Mahabi: Yeah. Pink fluffy cuffs aren’t really that hard to break lose from. *pushes another one in the
water*
Lattei: Isn’t that the Black Pearl? *dog slaps gay pirate*
Mahabi: Is it…? *smacks gay pirate overboard with newspaper*
Lattei: Doesn’t it belong to Sparrow…? *trips gay pirate overboard*
Mahabi: Yup. *hits gay pirate with pistol butt*
Gay pirate: Ooooooooow!! Why’d ch00 do that?! TT_TT
Lattei and Mahabi got surrounded by a lot of pirates… Escaping seems impossible…

Lattei: …
Mahabi: Hey look!! David Hasselhoff naked!!!
Gay pirates: *gasp!* 8D
Lattei/Mahabi: *jumps overboard*
Mahabi and Lattei swim towards the Black Pearl…
Lattei: Who’s David Hasselhoff…?
Mahabi: No idea.
Meanwhile…
Knuckles: Hey look! Someone’s swimming over there!
Crocker: Ha!! That would be my crew, sneakishly swimming and they will catch you by surprise!
Knuckles: … Your crew consists out of hedgehogs with cat… like… Tails…? O_o
Crocker: … Drat… ¬_¬
Mahabi: DON’T YOU BE MESSING WITH OUR ASSES YO!!!!
Crocker: Well their fine honey!
Mahabi: Thank yo- Wait, what?!!
All: …
Crocker: … Well, sometimes on special occasions, my crew wears fluffy bunny ears and fluffy tails.
Usually in the weekends.
All: …
Crocker: I mean, we’re all guys, but we have feelings too! I got a girlfriend you know! During the
midweeks, my first mate is the guy and during the weekends, he’s the girlfriend! Bless the little darling!
^w^
All: …
Blain: Sink his ship.
Crocker: No!!! *cries*
Sparrow: I’m supposed to give the orders around!! >_<
Blain: … Ok…
Sparrow: … Sink his ship.
Blain: AIM PORTSIDE CANNONS!!!!
Gibbs: I’m supposed to give those orders!!
Blain: …
Gibbs: AIM PORTSIDE CANNONS!!!!
Blain: Son of a dog… Should have read the fine print before going on this ship…
Sparrow: FIRE!!!
Gibbs: FIIIIIRE!!!z
Blain: FIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRE!!!!
Nicole/Tala: *still rat-arsed on the bottom of the stairs* Fjiiiiiiiijre…

Then the main cannons fired, and made the SS prickry sink… In the mean time, Mahabi and Lattei
got on board and shook themselves dry.
Crocker: NOOO!!1 MY FAVORITE LEAPORD SKIN THONGS WERE ON THAT SHIP!!!1 AND MY
EYELINER!!!1 *cries*
All: …
Mahabi: *gets out eyeliner* You mean this one?
Crocker: Yes!! You saved it!! Thank you!!
Mahabi: *throws it in the ocean*
Crocker: O_o
Mahabi: Oops. Must have slipped out of my hand. *giggles*
Lattei: Enough!! >_<
All: O_o
Lattei: I wanna know why you captured us!!
Crocker: … I… I just… *sniffles*
Sparrow: Oh God, not again…
Crocker: … I… I… I- I- I- I-… I- *cries*
All: …
Crocker: I just… I just… I just wanted someone to talk to you know! The first mate isn’t always available!
He’s cheating on me!! He doesn’t want to talk to me for some reason!!
Sparrow: Aww… You’re just a misunderstood gay pirate…
Crocker: Exactly… *sniffles*
Sparrow: … It’s the Boostrap Cannon for you!!! >83
Crocker: O_o
Blain: Alright, alright, make way. Explosives specialist coming through.
All: …
Blain: Hm. *stuffs cannon with C4*
Then Crocker’s leg got pushed down the barrel of the cannon.
Sparrow: Last word?
Blain: How about “Pakoom!!!”
All: …
Blain: Or “Paklowawow!!!”
All: …
Crocker: Well, I just wanted to sayBlain: That’s more than one word. *detonates remote C4 explosives*
Crocker: WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa…….!!!
Then Crocker got blown out of the cannon. I mean, who saw that coming?! Ha!!
Oh yeah, and Tia Dalma and Will got on deck again.

Tia Dalma: Tat wasn’t so hard waz eet…?
Will: *spastic headmovements*
Elizabeth: Will!!
Will: DON’T TOUCH ME!!!!!
Elizabeth: O_o
Will: YOU FEMALES ARE ALL THE SAME!!!! WITH YOUR BOOBS!!!
Gibbs: Miss Swann, I think Will needs a good rest…
Elizabeth: … I don’t want too!! >_<
Gibbs: Miss Duck, please…
Elizabeth: … NO!!!
Gibbs: Miss Goose… He really needs it… *gets punched*
It’s time for me to say something again. You ready? Ok, here it goes…
*drum roll*
MEANWHILE!!!!!!!1
Cream: That fracking… BASTARD!!1 He just ran over me!!
Amy: I didn’t even make a cameo appearance! O_o
Cream: You didn’t?!
Amy: No!! This is my first appearance!!!
Tails: And I didn’t even get to tag along with everyone else!! I frackING HATE THEM!!!! ALL OF
THEM!!!
Big: And I just… Uh… *drools*
All: …
Big: …
All: ……
Big: Really… Really like potatoes…
Vanilla: Do not worry, children… For the hour of redemption is near… The waiting is finally over… Justice
will be served for the not so popular characters…
Tails: But I’m a popular character!
Amy: So am I!
Cream: Me too!
Big: SO AM I!!!
Amy: No, you’re just a big fat retarded country matters.
Big: … *drools*
Cream: I’m sick and tired of being the cutest!! frack YOU!!! frack YOU ALL!!!
Vanilla: … Calm down, my precious… *grins*
Cream: Man, that felt great to say that…
Vanilla: I know child…
Tails: I’m so fracking sick and tired that I’m being neglected by Sonic all the time!!

Vanilla: Yes… Yes…! Let you’re anger rage inside of you!
Amy: HE DOESN’T EVEN LOVE ME!!!!
Vanilla: He will… We will get what we want…
All: … How?
Vanilla: If they don’t want us with the good guys… We’ll take on the role of villains…
All: …
Vanilla: …
All: M’kay.
Vanilla: Mwhahahahahaha!! The time is near!! The hour of redemption has drawn upon us!!
All: …
Tails: Mwuahahahahahahahaha!!
All: …
Cream: Bwahahahahahahaha!!
All: …
Amy: Aaaaaaaaaaaahahahahahahhaha!!!
All: …
Big: Teehee! ^w^
All: …
Vanilla: Needs work.
Big: Duuuuuh…
Vanilla: … Now get you’re asses out of the house so we can chase them down.
All: Wheee!!
Feral: Oh noes… Who saw this coming?! Who could have foreseen this sudden turn of events!!
MrGimp: Well I sure didn’t! O_o
Feral: Yeah!! I bet even Ghandi didn’t see that coming!
Ghandi: Shock and awe! O_o
Feral: I know!! O_o
MrGimp: … Where the hell did he come from?!
Feral: What fiendishly fiendish plot could our newly acquired villains be plotting?!! O_o
MrGimp: … No idea, we’re making this story up as we go along…
Feral: … Good point…
MrGimp: TO BE CONTINUED!!1 o_O

5 - Raider of tombs... O_o
Meanwhile... On board of the Flying Dutchman... A certain young female wolf is still struggling to
survive between the damned pirates…
Jones: *Playing a very melancholy song on the organ*
Peaches: Can't you play anything else?! This song really depresses me...
Jones: Oh, like you can do any better!
Peaches: Well I do!! Just watch me!
Jones: …
Peaches: Ahem. *Plays Barbie Girl by Aqua on the organ*
Jones: …
Peaches: Come on! Sing with me!
Jones: …
Peaches: *sings* I’m a Barbie girl!! In a Barbie world!! I’m from plastic!! It’s fantastic!! You can brush
my hair!! Undress me everywhere!! Imagination!! Life is you’re creation!!
Jones: *sings* Come on Barbie, let’s go party!
Peaches: *sings* Ah, ah, ah yeah!
Jones: *sings* Come on Barbie, let’s go party!
Peaches: *sings* Ah, ah, ah yeah!
Jones: *sings* Come on Barbie, let’s go party!
Peaches: *sings* Ah, ah, ah yeah!
Jones: I LOVE THAT SONG!! ^w^
Peaches: O_o
Jones: … What…?
Peaches: I don’t… In fact, I hate it…
Jones: *sighs* Fine…
Peaches: How about if I- Wait… What’s this…? *picks up box*
Jones: No, no, no!! Put it down!!
Peaches: *opens box*
Jones: *sighs*
Peaches: It makes a wonderful melody… Where’d you get that…?
Jones: … E-Bay…
Peaches: …
Jones: I eh… The woman I loved gave that to me…
Peaches: Oh!! A romantic story! I love stories!! Tell me!!
Jones: …
Peaches: Pleeeeeeeeeeeease?!
Jones: She didn’t love me… While I gave her my heart…
Peaches: Well… Maybe you should be more open to her…
Jones: No… I gave her my heart… *Sobs*
Peaches: I'm sure that it has been really hard for you but I'm sure tha-

Jones: No, I literally gave her my heart!! >_<
Peaches: … Right… So then what happened?
Jones: *Sniffs* The gift came with a note that said "Already got one..."
Peaches: She had someone else…?
Jones: No, she already had a heart that circulated her bloodstream…
Peaches: … Oh.
Jones: I just… I… *cries*
Peaches: There, there, it’s ok… Here, have a lollipop…
Jones: … *takes lollipop*
Peaches: It’s against the cold… And sorrow…
Jones: … Thank you…
Peaches: You’re not so bad for a undead evil pirate that roams the 7 seas and pillage and kill everyone
you see… You’re just misunderstood… That’s all…
Jones: *sniffs*
Peaches: I think someone needs a hug...
Jones: I do…

Meanwhile… Back at the Black Pearl…
Sparrow: Here we are! Cuba!!
All: …
Sparrow: What?
Blain: I thought you said Tortuga!!
Sparrow: No, I didn’t.
Blain: …
Rouge: It doesn’t matter, we’re in Cuba where the first Chaos Emerald is.
All: … Yeah, but where?
So they got off the ship to find out something while Sparrow and the other wittle pirates stayed
on the ship. I don’t know why though. Hell, I’m the narrator, not the scenario writer. Then they
see someone running who’s being chased by armed mercenaries.
Guy: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!
Mercenaries: GIMME!!! GIMME!!! GIMME!!! GIMME!!! GIMME!!!
Blain: … Who the hell is that?
Sonic: Shouldn’t we help him…?
All: … Why?
Sonic: Because eh… Not helping him is a… A bad thing to do…
All: …
Sonic: Maybe eh… He can provide us with information…?
All: …
Sonic: Also because… Because you get to eh… Kill some bad guys…?
Blain: I’m in.
All: … ‘Kay…

So they ran into a cave where they last saw the guy running into… But as they got further into the
cave, it gets darker…
Tala: I can’t see shoot!!
Nicole: It’s too dark!!
Shadow: Rouge! Use you’re sonar!
Rouge: … What?
Shadow: You’re a bat! You can use sonar!
Rouge: Oh yeah!
All: …
Rouge: *makes sonar sounds*
All: …
Shadow: You sure you know where we’re going…?
Rouge: Positiv-WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!
All: …
Shadow: Rouge…?
All: ………
Shadow: Rouge?!1
Knuckles: ROUGE!! GET YOU’RE FURRY @$$ BACK HERE!!!
All: …
Knuckles: Could have sworn it would work…
Then Blain got out a small flashlight from out of his pockets to look for Rouge.
All: …
Blain: What?
Nicole: You could have used that sooner you know…
Rouge: I’m down here!!
All: Where?!!
Then they looked down and noticed Rouge fell through a opening in the ground. So they all
jumped down. And they noticed all those mercenaries’ dead… As they continued to walk around,
they noticed a lot of ancient stuff. Like… Masks and tomb thingies and shoot. Then a woman with
big @$$ boobs walks out of corridor towards the guy who got chased not too long ago…
Lara: Alistair, I just got a call from Anaya… She said that there was a- O_o
All: …
Lara: … Who the hell are you…? Did Rutland send you…? *aims pistols at the crew*
All: … Noooooooo…
Lara: … Stay at you’re distance…
Then suddenly, Blain picks up a mask and puts it on…
Blain: Behold!!
All: O_o
Blain: I am the ancient God of dogSMACKING!!
All: O_o

Blain: ^-^
Knuckles: Why don’t you call the God of awesome titties?! *lmfao*
Rouge: T_T *dogslaps Knuckles*
Lara: … You’re not Rutland’s men, it’s obvious now…
All: Nooooo…
Lara: Then why are you here…?
Rouge: … Eh… We were hoping to find a mystical gem.
Lara: … A gem huh…?
Rouge: Yeah.
Lara: You mean this one…? *shows Chaos Emerald*
Rouge: Yeah!! That’s the one!! Can we have it?!!
Lara: … In exchange for… What…?
After thinking for a very long time, Rouge picked up Knuckles and offered him to Lara…
Lara: What the hell am I gonna do with him?!
Rouge: … He makes an excellent companion.
Lara: …
Knuckles: ^w^
Rouge: Ok, how about the blue one over there?!
Sonic: Who, me?
Rouge: You don’t need a can opener anymore!
Lara: … I’ll pass… It’s not what I want nor need…
Rouge: THEN WHAT THE HELL DO YOU WANT?!!! >_<
Then there was this big awful silence as they all stared at Rouge…
Rouge: What?!!! >_<
Shadow: Blain!! Will you leave those ancient priceless statues alone?!!
Lara: … What I’m looking for… Is a sword fragment…
Blain: Yeah butAt that point, the statue tips over and breaks into thousands of pieces… Then Blain picks up a
sword fragment…
Blain: … Ooh… You mean this sword fragment…?
Lara: … Yes…
Alistair: *sighs* … Years of research… Gone!!! *throws book away*
Lara: …
Blain: Trade ya?
Lara: … Sure…
So they traded… A happy music started playing…
Voice over: You’ve obtained the first Chaos Emerald!!! *dramatic reverb*
All: O_o

Lara: …
Tala: So what is this place anyway?
Lara: It’s the tomb of Wookalookapoopachoopa Phil.
All: … Who?
Rutland: Lady Croft! I was hoping I get to meet you!
They looked around and noticed a lot of mercenaries surrounding them on higher cliffs…
Lara: … Rutland…
Rutland: I was hoping I get to talk to you…
Lara: Fancy dropping down for a chat, then?
Rutland: Only if you can shoot this far…
Lara: You know long-distance relationships inevitably come to an end…
Rutland: I was hoping you found a piece of this… Do you know what’s it for…? *shows sword fragment*
Lara: Where’d you get that?!
Rutland: … I guess you don’t… And that means you don’t have a piece… We’re done talking…
Then the guy walks away as the mercenaries opened fire on the crew. Shadow used the Chaos
Emerald to get rid of them… He used Chaos Control to teleport them somewhere else…
Meanwhile…
Peaches: Go on…
Jones: And that’s whenA bright light flashed in front of them and the soldiers appeared on deck of the Flying
Dutchman… They got captured by Jones’ crew…
Jones: Peaches…?
Peaches: Aye capt’n!!
Jones: … You’re second in command on this ship from now on… Do whatever you like with our newly
acquired souls…
Peaches: Aye capt’n!!
As Jones walked away, Peaches puts up a menacing look and stared at every mercenary…
Peaches: … Free icecream… For everyone!! ^w^
All: Yaay!!
Meanwhile, back at the others…
Sonic: Ok, what the hell was that all about…?
Lara: My business is no concern to you… You got what you wanted.
Sonic: Yeah but… There are still six more to find… And we don’t know where to start…

Lara: Six more of those emeralds…?
Sonic: … Yeah.
Lara: *nods*
Shadow: … Soooooo…
Lara: There is one guy who might have one… He is also the one who stole the fourth sword fragment I
need…
Nicole: What about that other guy…?
Lara: … I’ll get it… Don’t worry about that… Let’s go…
Blain: So eh… Who are you…?
And they all introduced themselves… Bwaaaaa…
Lara: Takamoto stole the fragment…
Alistair: Takamoto…? Haven’t you met him before…?
Lara: Yes, I’ve met him before…
Radio: Hell no Lara, Yakuza aint something to mess with!
Shadow: Yakuza…? As in.. the Japanese mob Yakuza…?
Radio: Yeah.
Shadow: You think it’s a bright idea to do that…?
Lara: I don’t care Shadow… I want that piece. Arrange a meeting Zip…
Radio: You know that you should stop by Nishimura and arrange it through there…
Lara: I know, arrange a meeting with him…
Radio: Yeah… Will do.
Knuckles: So who’s this Nishimura guy…?
Rouge: A good guy…?
Lara: Yeah, he is. He helped me before and rules most of the underground activities. He doesn’t mess
with Yakuza. Neither you should mess with him…
Alistair: We’ll see about that later. First thing for now is to contact him and arrange a meeting.
So after they got outside again, they went over to the Black Pearl… And find Sparrow, Gibbs,
Mahabi and Lattei rat-arsed rolling around on deck…
All: …
Zip: Just got a call from Nishimura. He’s having a party tomorrow night in his penthouse. You’re on the
guest list. The only problem is that only one more can join you. You can’t take everyone at once. It’s
causing them to suspect something.
Lara: We need to do this quietly…
Shadow: I see…
Blain: I’ll go with you…
Tala: Then what are we supposed to do?!!
Blain: I don’t know!! How about getting rat-arsed again?!!
Nicole/Tala: … M’kay. *runs below deck*

Shadow: … We’ll wait for you’re return.
Sonic: Be careful.
That night, Lara and Blain took off while the rest were getting wasted on the rum as the ship is
still in the harbour…
Once Blain and Lara arrived the next day in Tokyo, they went to the penthouse… They got in the
elevator…
Blain: You said you’ve met him before haven’t you…?
Lara: Yes, I did…
Blain: What exactly happened the last time you saw him…?
Lara: He was trying to pass of forged relics of the Asuka period… Priceless artefacts. If he’d sold that, it
would get into the wrong hands… Conventional reasoning’s doesn’t work with Yakuza… So I “pursued”
him to give the artefacts to me…
Blain: But you let him live…?
Lara: Yes… And now we’re gonna have a useful conversation.
They got out of the elevator and a bunch of people are dancing… The party seems boring though…
Blain: When you said party… I wasn’t expecting it to be this boring… T_T
Lara: We’re not here for the party Blain…
Radio: Yo Lara, Nishimura is expecting you. Contact the bartender to let him know you’re there.
Lara: Thank you Zip.
Lara walks over to the bartender…
Lara; Good evening. I believe Nishimura-san is expecting me.
Bartender: Aah, Lady Croft. He is in his office down the hall. I will let him know you’re coming.
Lara: Thank you.
Blain: Let’s go.
They walked to the backrooms to enter a corridor. They walked ahead until they reached a door.
Lara knocks on it. They heard that they could enter, which they did…
Nishimura: Welcome Lara!
Lara: Goodevening Nishimura-san.
Nishimura: And who is this little fellow…?
Lara: This is Blain. He will assist me with the negotiations.
Blain: ‘Sup?!
Lara pokes Blain with her elbow…

Nishimura: Have you been enjoying my party?
Lara: I’ve been enjoying it very much, however… When Takamoto arrives… It could get ugly…
Nishimura: Be careful Lara… He’s a dangerous man when his interests differ from yours…
Lara: I can be persuasive… Even with dangerous man…
Blain: *nosebleed*
Nishimura: I’m dangerous too you remember… But please, stay, and enjoy the party…
Lara bows to Nishimura and they both walked out of his office.
Blain: Nice guy, I like Nishimura.
Lara: You’d better keep friends with him… Things could get nasty if you mess up with him…
Blain: Yeah…
They started to walk back to the party, until suddenly the music stops. Blain and Lara peeked
around the corner and saw that the guests were running away quickly. A few armed men are
standing there with an old guy in the middle…
Takamoto: Be quick about it miss Croft… I’ve got a lot of things to do…
Lara: Of course Takamoto-san. I’m looking for a piece. A sword fragment that was in the care of the
Wasede University. Or it was until you stole it…
Takamoto: *laughs* I am not a thief. And you would be wise, to avoid such accusations!
Lara: Then I suggest to skip to the negotiations then…
Takamoto: I don’t have any idea what you’re talking about!
Lara: Of course you do… Just name a price…
Blain: Eehm… Lara… Now it’s a good time to shut up… I can see a vain in his head… O_o
Takamoto: Miss Croft! Are you deaf?!
Lara: … Try begging for your life like the last time we met…
Takamoto got angrier by the second… Blain poked Lara a few times to shut her up, but somehow
it didn’t worked...
Takamoto: KILL HER!! KILL HER NOW!!
Blain: OH shoot!!
The guys started shooting at them. Lara jumped behind the bar, pulling Blain along. A guy walks
up to the bar. Lara pulls out her pumps and reveals a gun from under her dress.
Blain: What the frack are you doing?!! Are you insane?!!
Lara: Stay here.
The guy peeked around the bar. He got shot and Lara jumped sideways. Takamoto walked out of

the penthouse to his own house. Blain looked around the bar, sitting on the ground, to see what
was going on. He rolled to the dead guy to get his weapon while Lara shoots the other guys.
After the fire fight dies down, Nishimura peeked around the wall to see what’s going on…
Nishimura: O_o
Blain: Takamoto ran off.
Nishimura: Probably to his own house.
Lara: … Where is that?
Nishimura: … Right next door. He’s my neighbour.
Lara: … Oh.
Blain: Where did you get those?! *looks at her guns*
Lara: Basic etiquette… Don’t arrive at a party empty handed…
Blain: O_o
Lara: We better get going.
Nishimura: Be careful Lara.
Lara: We will. Thanks.
So they got out of the penthouse and went next door… And ringed the doorbell…
Lara: …
Blain: … Wasabi delivery!!
Door opens up… Lara immediately shot the guy…
Lara: Good thinking…
Blain: ^w^
After Blain and Lara got inside the building, they see a lot of priceless artefacts… Then suddenly,
they heard an evil laugh… They both see Takamoto with a swordfragment on a boa and a Chaos
Emerald at the end of it…
Takamoto: Mwuahahahaha…
Blain: Why do villains always laugh so much…?
Lara: Shut up… We have to get it from him…
Takamoto: You dishonoured my home… You killed my men…
Blain: Eeh, no we didn’t… We just cut your payment checks…
Lara: Yeah, you should be thanking us…
Takamoto: Ha… troublesome fools…
Blain: How about that sword fragment now…?
Takamoto: No…
Blain: Oh, well we tried, let’s go home.
Lara: Shut up…
Takamoto: I’m fond of recovering priceless artefacts from dead Englishmen… The fool told me it’s from
the eleventh century… I do not know how the fool came by it, as it’s obviously far older then the eleventh
century. What I think- *gets shot*

Lara: …
Blain: *places pistol back in Lara’s holster*
Lara: …
Blain: He just didn’t shut up…
Lara: … Let’s just take the stuff…
Feral: Will Blain ever stop being trigger-happy?!!
MrGimp: Will Takamoto ever hand over the sword fragment to Lara?!!
Feral: I can’t think of anything more to say!! The suspension is killing meeeeee!!! O_o
MrGimp: … Uh… Will the new villains ever get hold of the Chaos Emerald?!!
Feral: Gee! I hope not! O_o
MrGimp: To be continued!!!!1

6 - All hail king Elise!! XD
ONCE UPON A frackING TIME....!!!! Everyone not on the road trip is still at home... Like the losers
they are…
Cream: I am not a loser...
Tails: Yeah, what she said…
Amy: We’re getting closer to our goal… I can feel it…
Vanilla: … We didn’t even get out of the garden yet!!
All: … Oh.
Meanwhile… Back at the Black Pearl… Knuckles is on the phone… Don’t ask how they got a phone
though…
Shadow: Who’s Knuckles talking to…?
Sonic: The doctor. He kept on complaining his belly hurts and stuff.
Knuckles: My belly hurts! …… Stomach ache?! …… Is it deadly…? ……… Aah, I see, so it isn’t an evil space
alien that crawled inside my head and is hatching in my belly so that one day, he can take over the
planet…? …… Ooooh… I see… Thanks doc…
Rouge: When you’re as lonely as Knuckles, you’re getting paranoid.
Sonic: … Yeah.
Shadow: How are the others doing…? Tala and Nicole still rat-arsed?
Nicole: STAY THE frack AWAY FROM ME!!!! >_<
Shadow: … O_o *backs away slowly*
Sonic: … And still drunk… O_o
Blain: Look out below!!!!
And as they all looked up, they noticed Blain and Lara descending by a parachute and they make
a perfect landing on deck of the Black Pearl…
Sparrow: Welcome back…
Blain: Aye capt’n. Look what I got! *gets out Chaos Emerald*
All: … Two chaos emeralds!!
Blain: It’s actually a strange thing, because the voice over thingy didn’t mention we acquired two of the
seven Chaos Emeralds…
Voice over: You’ve acquired a Chaos Emerald!!
Blain: … It’s a little too late to say that now, huh?
Voice over: … No, because it’s still in you’re possession. Gimme a break here, guys…
Blain: … M’kay…
Lara: Why is that black hedgehog all alone, by himself…?

Sonic: Because eh… He’s all angsty and emo and shoot…
Lara: … I’m gonna talk to him.
Sonic: Don’t… Don’t… Don’t… Don- Oh dear God, she’s talking to him…
Lara: What’s wrong?
Shadow: Leave me alone…
Lara: …
Shadow: You’re so persistent. Ok, I’ll tell you…
Lara: …
Shadow: … I had a… A… A really harsh youth…
Lara: You did huh…?
Shadow: *sighs* Yeah… My… My best friend Maria… I saw how she died… I… I witnessed how they brutally
killed her… It still pains me… It’s haunting me…
Lara: Yeah… I know what you mean… A friend of mine and my parents died too… You wanna talk about
it…?
Shadow: My creator… He was… He was cruel…
Lara: … Go on…
Shadow: … He used to dress me up in a banana suit and made me suck corncobs out of his asshole… I…
Oh God… The horror…
All: O_o
Sonic: … shoot… No wonder he’s all emo and angsty…
Lara: … *backs away slowly*
Tia Dalma: *poof*
All: O_o
Tia Dalma: Oh Wiiiiiiiill!!
Will: Oh dear God!!! *hides*
Rouge: Oh, there’s that mystical voodoo lady again.
Tia Dalma: We be jammin’ mohn! What ees eet tat choo wont…?
Rouge: Next Chaos Emerald…?
Tia Dalma: Lemme tink…
All: …
Tia Dalma: Legend sayz tat the king of Soleana has one in his possession…
Sonic: Great! Let’s go!
Tia Dalma: But eet eez a place where you can not go…
All: …
Shadow: What the hell are you talking about…?
Tia Dalma: … I sense the gems you are looking for are scattered throughout time and dimension…
Sonic: Wh-wh-What?!!! O_o
Tia Dalma: *nods*
Sonic: But!! What about these two?!!
Tia Dalma: … The Chaos Emerald you recovered from Japan is a fake…
Shadow: It is…?

Tia Dalma: Yeeesh…
Shadow: I don’t believe it. Gimme.
Blain: *tosses Emerald to Shadow*
Shadow: … CHAOS!!!! CONTRO- *explodes*
All: …
Shadow: … Itj… Itj ish a fjake… O_o
Tia Dalma: Told ya…
Rouge: So now what…?
Tia Dalma: Take the authentic Chaos Emerald… And Chaos Control yaselfs to Soleana… From there on,
you’ll be on your own…
Rouge: Alright…
Tia Dalma: That’ll be 5000 dollars please…
All: …
Sonic: Put it on my account…
Tia Dalma: … Alright…
Rouge: Soleana huh…?
Tia Dalma: *nods*
Rouge: Shadow…?
Shadow: … *sighs* Chaos Control… -_-‘
It’s time for me to say something again. Ok, so, Shadow caused Chaos Control so that the entire
ship and everyone on it got transported to a different dimension… Then all of sudden, the group,
and their ship, were transported through a warp tunnel, that resembled a really weird
drug-induced hallucination...Soon, they were surrounded in darkness...
Meanwhile… In Soleana… The Water Festival was up and running… Thousands of people watched
how Princess Elise was being a slut on a boat as like more boats were following her…
Elise: Sun of Soleanna, guide and watch over us with your eternal light! May you’re light shine foreverThen all of a sudden, the Black Pearl appeared behind Elise’s boat… AND THEY WERE
FALLING!!!1
Guess what happened? Well, the other tiny @$$ boats broke like toothpicks by the weight of the
Pearl… Lot’sa, lot’sa people died!! And there was chaos and confusion as everything ran away
in panic!! Unfortunately, Elise was still ok, except she was soaked. Elise actually plays a major
roll in this story. Don’t tell anyone I said it though. ^w^
Co-ordinator: NO!!! NOOOO!!!! NOOOOOOOOOOO!!!! WHO THE HELL ORDERED A PIRATE SHIP?!!!
I SURE DIDN’T!!! GAAAAAH!!! IT’S ALL RUINED NOW!!! GET ME A frackING DOUBLE ESPRESSO,
ON THE DOUBLE!!!!!!
Sonic: … Whoa… Déjà-Vu… O_o
Shadow: Here we are, Soleana… -_-‘
But...Sonic should not remember (but who cares XD) Because supposedly, STH '06 'never

happened' >.>....Because they reversed time that cancelled out all the events of the game, so you
basically never played, and the game itself never existed… =3
*ahem* Back to the story… X3
Sonic: That’s princess Elise! O_o
All: … What?
Sonic: … She’s being evacuated to safety!!
Eggman: Damn!! I’m too late!!
Sonic: EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEK!!!!!!!111 O_o
All: …
Eggman: Yeah, it’s me, Sonic, I had a liposuction…
All: *Gasp!!* EGGMAN!!!
Sparrow: Eggman…?
Gibbs/Lara: … Just play along… -_-‘
Sparrow: …
Gibbs/Lara/Sparrow: *Gasp!!* EGGMAN!!!
Eggman: …
All: …
Eggman: Aaaanyway… You can’t stop me now, Sonic!! I have my master scheme up and running and
there’s nothing you can do to stop me!!!
Lara: He’s a bad guy?
Sonic: … Yeah.
Eggman: I will conquer all of Soleana after I captured the princess!! My droid army is on high alert and
will invade the kingdom once I press this button- *gets shot*
All: …
Lara: *places pistol back in holster*
All: …
Lara: What, he just didn’t shut up…
Blain: … Lara…?
Lara: Hm…?
Blain: I love you…
Lara: …
Nicole: HEY!!!! >_<
Blain: What?!! You fracking hate me!!1
*Ahem* MEANWHILE!!!!!
Cream: Where the frack do we start looking for them?!!! I can’t wait to kick some @$$!!! >_<
Vanilla: Patience my dear…
Tails: I was smart enough to install a tracker ID in Sonic’s shoes… Originally, it was intended to find
them encase they got lost BUT…!!! *puts up menacing face*

All: …
Tails: We can use it to track them down…
Vanilla: Good work, my apprentice… *pats Tails on the head*
Tails: *gets all emotionally*
Vanilla: What’s wrong dear…?
Tails: S-Sonic never showed that much affection towards me… *sniffs*
Vanilla: It’s alright, dear… We will hunt them down so that you can have you’re revenge…
Tails: *evil laugh*
Vanilla: *snaps fingers*
Tails: *evil laugh*
Vanilla: *snaps fingers*
Tails: *evil laugh*
Vanilla: *snaps fingers*
Tails: *evil laugh*
Vanilla: HEY!!!! >_<
Tails: Oh, sorry.
Vanilla: Where are they, my apprentice…?
Tails: Soleana…
Vanilla: Soleana it is then…
All: …
Vanilla: You can put up you’re evil laugh now…
All: *evil laugh*
Vanilla: ENOUGH!!!
All: … O_o
Vanilla: Onwards!!! >=(
So the n00b villains went "onward". They travelled, and travelled, stopped for snacks, and
travelled some more! The reached a beach with sandy shores when...
Big: I see clouds.
Tails: Clouds are everywhere, dumbass...
Big: NO. SCARY CLOUDS!!!! *drools*
All: …
The obnoxiously large cat was right! A storm was headed towards the beach!
Amy: WHAT DO WE DO!?
Vanilla: .... We endure...
Amy: WHAT!!!? WE'LL DI—!!!!
Vanilla: I SAID ENDURE, dog!!!! *slaps Amy*
Amy: *sobs*
Then all of a sudden, a big @$$ hurricane formed and everyone got airborne, even Big. I mean,
he’s so fracking fat and weighs like, 5 ton, but he gets airborne none the less. I mean, how’s
that possible? It’s like defying the laws of gravity… Anyway, it’s a story, and everything is
possible in a story. I guess. I’m just the narrator you know, I don’t make these things up!! Stop

blaming me!!! WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU LOOKING AT ME FOR?!!!!
…
Anyway, they got dumped in Soleana by the big @$$ hurricane… Whadda ya mean a cheap rip-off
from the Wizard of Oz…? I smell a lawsuit here…
Cream: I see someone running there…
Vanilla: Who…?
Amy: Tails, gimme you’re binoculars.
Tails: *gives binoculars to Amy*
Amy: … Wait a second… It’s the princess of Soleana…
Vanilla: *evil smirk*
All: …
Vanilla: Let’s overthrow the kingdom…
All: How?
Vanilla: Let me take care of that…
So they followed the royal hineyness to the castle, but they got held back by guards…
Guard: What is your business here?!!
Vanilla: We’re here to eh…
All: …
Tails: Fix the indoor plumbing!!
Vanilla: Yeah that’s it!!
Guards: …
All: …
Guard: Ok, you may step inside. Be sure to unclog the toilette on the fifth floor though.
All: Ok!!
And so they stepped inside… After looking for half an hour, they find Princess Elise picking her
nose on her thrown…
Vanilla: Princess…
Elise: Who are you?!
Tails: The indoor plumbers!!
Vanilla: …
Tails: … ^w^
Vanilla: *slaps Tails*
Tails: Ow!!
Vanilla: We’re here to take over the kingdom, Princess…
Elise: LIEK OMG NO YOU AIN'T!!!! O_o
Vanilla: *slaps Elise*
Elise: OW!!1
Vanilla: I’m only gonna say it once… Hand over the kingdom, the deed to your castle and at least two of
you’re nephews!!! >_<

Elise: But I don’t have any nephewsVanilla: *slaps Elise*
Elise: OW!!!!
Vanilla: Hand it over!!
Elise: Never!!!
Vanilla: … If we cant get it with violence… We’ll use excessive violence…
At that point, Sonic and everyone else smashed through the window one by one…
Elise: *gasp!!*
Sparrow: I told you that giant slingshot would serve practical use, Gibbs!
Gibbs: Yeah, yeah…
Elise: Sonic!!
Sonic: Who are you again…?
Elise: … You don’t remember…?
Sonic: … No…
Tala: You just said you remembered her!!
Sonic: *whispers* Will you shut the hell up…….? *smiles nervously*
Elise: Sonic!!
Sonic: … *sighs* Hi, Elise… -_-‘
Elise: Did you come to save me from these horrible individuals?!
Sonic: Well actually no, we need a place to stay for the night.
Elise: Then why’d you come through the windows…?
Sonic: Because eh… It wasn’t my idea.
Sparrow: *giggles*
Elise: You can sleep in my bed tonight if you get rid of these pesky intruders…
Sonic: What pesky intruders…?
All: …
Then there was this big awful silence…
Vanilla: Psst, we’re supposed to say something now!
Tails: Oh yeah, right!
Vanilla: Sorry, we still need to get used to this evil villain stuff.
All: …
Vanilla: ENOUGH!!!! >_<
Cream/Vanilla/Amy/Big/Tails: *evil laugh*
All: …
Sonic: Where the hell did you guys come from?
Cream: None of you’re fracking business, Sonic!!!
Tails: Yeah!! Back off before we all beat you’re sorry asses!!
Sonic: Whoa, what’s with the sudden dog attack? O_o
Vanilla: YOU KNOW WHAT’S WRONG!!!
All: What?!!
Vanilla: Justice will be served for the not so popular characters!!
All: …
Vanilla: SO WE WILL TAKE OVER THE KINGDOM BY FORCE!!!!

Sonic: Not if I have anything to say about it!!
Lara: *ahem*
Sonic: …
Lara: …
Sonic: Not if WE have anything to say about it!!!
Vanilla: TRY AND STOP US!!! NOW HAND OVER THE KINGDOM, PRINCESS!!! *slaps Elise*
Elise: NO!!!
Shadow: Don’t cry Elise!! We’re here to protect you!!
Elise: THEN PROTECT ME, YOU @$$!!! *gets slapped*
Sonic: … This is getting fun…
Vanilla: Oh yeah?!! Well!! Elise smells like cabbage!!!
Elise: … *whimpers*
Shadow: Oh no, no, no, no, no!!! Don’t cry!! We’ll do anything for you!!
Sonic: Like sucking corncobs out of her asshole…? *giggles*
Elise: Whaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!! *cries*
Sonic: Uh-oh…
Voice over: TIME PARADOX!!!!!1
All: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!

Then everything exploded in a bright light…

SG1_0: HOLY HAMBURGERS!! THEY ALL DIED....!!! I think...
MrGimp: … Who are you?
SG1_0: I’m eh… replacing Feral for today. She’s not here right now.
MrGimp: Aaaah… *ahem* Anyway, this could get ugly… What do you think…?
SG1_0: HI!! I WILL BE YOUR FLIGHT ATTENDANT TODAY!!!1 X3
MrGimp: Yeah, what she said…
SG1_0: WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT, MRGIMP!?!?
MrGimp: I have no idea, we’re making this story up as we go along!! >_<
SG1_0: Ooookay....frack, THE FLY CAME BACK!! *chases fly*
MrGimp: … *ahem* To be continued, folks… ¬_¬

7 - Domo Arigato Mr. Roboto!
Meanwhile…
Cortana: Chief?!! Chief?!!! Are you alright?!
Master Chief: … What happened, Cortana..?
Cortana: We crash-landed on the sacred Halo ring…
Master Chief: … Whuzzat…?
Cortana: … Did you forget what happened…?
Master Chief: …
Cortana: … Let’s run through everything AGAIN, here… -_-‘
Master Chief: … The big @$$ spaceship the Pillar of Autumn was under attack by the Covenant…
Cortana: Hmm-mm…
Master Chief: I took everyone out…
Cortana: … You killed a few Covenants, yeah…
Master Chief: … Assuming I only killed a few Covenant aliens, we had to abandon the ship in escape
pods…
Cortana: … Aaaaaaaaaaand…?
Master Chief: … Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaand… We all ate pie and lived happily ever after…
Cortana: … Nooooo…
Master Chief: Whut…?
Cortana: *sighs*
Flashback…
Master Chief: Come on, Phil!! You can make it to the escape pod!! Come on!!
Phil: I’m almost there!!
Master Chief: You can do it!!
Phil: I can do it!!
Master Chief: Hurry up!!
Phil: *pants* I’m gonna make it!!
Master Chief: *closes door of escape pod*
Phil: *smacks into door*
Master Chief: Bwhahahahahahaha! Oh God, I love doing that!
Phil: *gets mauled Covenant Elite*
Flashback ends…
Cortana: We had no choice but to crash land on the sacred Covenant Halo ring…
Master Chief: *looks at crashed space ship and dead bodies*
Cortana: …
Master Chief: And I am the only survivor! I mean, who saw that coming?!

Cortana: …
Master Chief: *ahem* What’s next, Cortana…?
Cortana: More people have made it… We need to find them and ask for extraction…
Master Chief: Who are they gonna send, the Pillar of Summer…? *chuckles*
Cortana: No… The Pillar of SHUTYOU’REfrackINGMOUTHALREADY!!!
Master Chief: …
Cortana: … Let’s just go…
So! Master Chief and Cortana were frolicking through the grass plains! That was, until…
Cortana: Incoming Covenant dropship! Hide!!
Master Chief: No…
Cortana: It will see you!!
Master Chief: … Not if I’m sneaking around… *sneaks around*
Then the dropship flew by…
Cortana: They saw you!!
Master Chief: No they didn’t! I was sneaking!
Cortana: …
Master Chief: … What’s next?
Cortana: … The Covenant dropship is also looking for people who survived the crash landings… Covenant
is not taking any prisoners… We need to be quick…
Master Chief: Alright…
Cortana: Look…
As Master Chief looks up, the dropship of the Covenant was right above them… And noticed a
few Covenant Elite standing in the doors…
Covenant elite: Wort wort… Wort… Wort…
Covenant elite: Wort wort wort wort!!
Then all of a sudden, the ship made a sudden turn and the Elites fall down…
Covenant elites: WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOORT!!!!- *splat*
Cortana: … Let’s just pretend we didn’t see that.
Master Chief: … Ok…
So… Their walking again… And walking… And they, stopped, cause Master Chief found a lollipop.
Master Chief: Ngjaaaaaaaaaaahaaaa…
Cortana: What’s wrong?
Master Chief: The lollipop sticks to my visor…!!
Cortana: See, that’s why I always tell you not to eat stuff from the ground… But you don’t listen…
Then they continued walking… Until…

Sonic: Gaah… My head…
Shadow: Is everyone alright…?
Nicole/Tala: Yuuuuuuuuuuush…
Blain: I’m still mutating into a zombie rabbid and even got the fluffy bunny ears, but besides that, I’m
fine.
Rouge: … Bwa?
Knuckles: *sneezes*
Master Chief looked around and saw a bunch of, eh… Mutant animals, a princess… Pirates... And a
big breasted woman carrying guns behind bushes… This sounds like a really freaky orgy… O_o
Lara: My butt hurts…
Gibbs: What the hell have we been doing…?
Blain: My jaw hurts like hell…
Master Chief: *scratches helmet*
Cortana: We are not here to judge their actions. They are free to do so… Let’s move on…
Master Chief: … Are they… Natives… Of the Halo ring?
Cortana: Most likely…
Master Chief: But that doesn’t explain those humans…
Cortana: … I said let’s move on.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the bush…
Shadow: You just had to make her cry, didn’t you?!!
Sonic: … Uh, yeah! ^w^
Shadow: … Asshole.
Elise: That’s alright! Because I’m all happy again and it’s because I’m with Sonic! *hugs Sonic*
Sonic: … -_-‘
Shadow: … Where the hell are we anyways?
Rouge: I see a few planets.
Blain: Yeah, and I can see ground above us.
Nicole: … It’s forming a ring…
Lara: … I know what it is.
Nicole: You do?
Lara: Yes…
All: …
Lara: This is the mystical Avalon…
All: …
Lara: …
All: *LMFAO!!!!*
Shadow: *lmao* AVALON?!! OH GEEZ, I THOUGHT WE ENDED UP IN ATLANTIS!!!1 *lolz*
Lara: … -_-‘

On the other side of the bush again…
Cortana: I really think we should help them.
Master Chief: But you just saidCortana: Never mind what I said, the Covenant is closing in on them!!
Master Chief: … *sighs*
On the other side of the bush… Damn it, I’m getting tired of saying that… Give me something new
to say!! >_<
Covenant: Wort! Wort wort wort wurt wort!
Lara: Uh-huh…
Covenant: Wort wort wort! Wort wort wort wort wort wort!
Lara: I see…
Then all of a sudden, Master Chief jumped up from the bushes…
Master Chief: U HORRIBLE COVENANT PURSIN U MUST DAI !!!! >=(
Covenant: EEP!!! O_o *gets shot*
All: …
Master Chief: …
Cortana: He just saved you guys…
Sonic: … A male robot with a female voice…?
Master Chief: No, that’s Cortana…
Sonic: … A male robot with a split personality…?
Cortana: No… This is Master Chief…
All: … ‘Lo.
Sonic: A robot who’s a Master Chef…?
Cortana: He’s not a robot…
Sonic: But he’s a chef?
Cortana: No butSonic: Great! Can I have a chilli-dog…?
Cortana: …
Sonic: Pleeeeeeeeeeeease……?! =3
Shadow: Whoa, whoa, whoa!! What the hell is going on here?!! Where the hell are we?!!
Cortana: You’ve crash-landed on Halo.
Shadow: No!!! We were in Soleana first!! Then this big flash happened and this dog here!! *points at
Elise*
Elise: =3
Shadow: Made us end up in wherever the hell we are!! I want answers!! >_<
Master Chief: Why don’t you ask Cortana? She’s knows everything!
Then Master Chief unplugs his flashcard of 2 gigabyte and placed it on the ground… And this A.I.

chick called Cortana shows up…
All: Whoa… Amazing…
Blain: Pssh… I’ve seen that before…
Then Cortana started juggling.
Cortana: Bet you haven’t seen this before huh?!
Blain: … Amazing… *gawps*
Master Chief: … Ask.
Shadow: … Cortana…?
Cortana: Yes Shadow…?
Shadow: *gasp!* She knows my name! She knows my name!! O_o
Master Chief: I told you! She knows everything! O_o
Cortana: …
Shadow: What happened…?
Cortana: … You travelled through time and space. And now you’re here.
Shadow: … Oh.
Cortana: Chief, I suggest we move, right now. I sense Covenant reinforcements.
Master Chief: … Alright Cortana…
Master Chief picked up the 2 gigabyte flashcard and placed it back in his helmet. Then this
Windows sound was heard that a new device was detected.
Cortana: We need to go right now!! Covenant are closing in fast with a crap load of soldiers!!!
Master Chief: Just shut up a minute and let me think!!! >_<
All: …
Master Chief: … I’ve got it…
All: …
Master Chief: … Now all we need… Is a puppy…
Cortana: We don’t have a puppy!!
Master Chief: … Then I’ll have to say, with my expert knowledge, I’ve come to the conclusion that we
are eh… Screwed… Yeah… Totally…
Cortana: But the Covenant has taken over all of Halo!!
Master Chief: All of the Halovers?!!
Cortana: They’ve taken all over all of the Halovers!!! … Halo’s!!!
Master Chief: …
Cortana: Get moving!!! Go to the crash-site and get everyone safe!!! Get going!!
Master Chief: ‘kay.
So Master Chief ran away…
Nicole: … Shouldn’t we be following them…?
Sonic: Should we, I mean… It’s dangerous to be on your own here…
Blain: Yeah, and it’s because she juggled…

Sonic: There IS a war going on here, you know!
Blain: Never mind that!! Did you see how she juggled?!! O_o
All: …
So they ran after Master Chief and Cortana… At some point, they reached a big @$$ building… It’s
all dark…
Cortana: Be careful Chief… Covenant are everywhere…
Sonic: Eh… You sure this is safe…?
Master Chief: Most likely…
Tala: That’s not a good thing, is it?
Master Chief: No…
Cortana: Chief, you aware that the lollipop is still sticking to you’re visor…?
Master Chief: Yes, I am… I’m saving it for later…
Cortana: That lollipop belonged to that UNSC sergeant!
Master Chief: I told you before, Cortana, he was dead when I got there!
Cortana: That’s because you SHOT him and stole it from him!!
Master Chief: Hey, I don’t pay you to criticize MY Chiefy ways here, alright?!
Cortana: I’m not getting paid at all!!
Master Chief: My point exactly, so shut up already!!
All: … *sighs*
Then some flying… Round… Annoying blue-ish droid thing flies to them…
Monitor: Greetings, my name is 343 Guilty Spark. I am the Monitor of Installation 05!
All: …
Monitor: We must reclaim the Index.
Cortana: Don’t do this Chief…
Master Chief: It’s al right, he’s a friend…
All: …
Monitor: Come along. *hums*
Then they walked over to a big console computer thingy room… Master Chief gets his 2 gigabyte
flashcard out of his helmet and placed it in the computer. Then this Windows sound was heard
that a device was disconnected. Cortana shows up in the console…
Cortana: Chief!! Don’t!! You have no idea what you’re doing, are you?!!
Master Chief: … Activating Halo’s defence systems…
Cortana: NO!! HALO IS A WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION!!! IT CAN WIPE OUT ALL SENTIENT
LIFE WITHIN 25.000 LIGHTYEARS!!!! >_<
Master Chief: … Oooooooooooooooooooooh…… Does that mean the kitten’s will die too…?
Monitor: This is absolutely unacceptable! Protocol requires the Reclaimer must activate Halo’s defence
systems in order to contain The Flood!
Master Chief: Yes, but what about the kittens…?
Cortana: I'm tracking Covenant movement, we have to go!

Master Chief: Yes, but I’m the Reclaimer! I can’t let these poor kittens die!!
Cortona: Then we have to move now…
Monitor: Why would you hesitate to do what you've already done, Reclaimer…?
Cortana: We have to go! We have to move now!
Monitor: Last time you asked me, if it were my choice, would I do it? Having had considerable time to
ponder your quire, my answer has not changed.
Then four heavily armed droids floats down to back up the Monitor…
Monitor: If you are unwilling to help, I will simply find another. But still, I must have the Index.
Master Chief yanks Cortana out of the console and placed her in his helmet again… Again that
Windows sound…
Blain: This is not going to end well, is it…?
Tala: Nnnnnnnnnnnnope…
Cortana: Get... us... out of here!!
Monitor: Surrender your construct, or I will be forced to take it from you.
Master Chief: That's not going to happen…
Monitor: So be it.
Then the droids got in formation in front of everyone as the Monitor fracks off…
Sonic: Psst… Chief guy!?
Master Chief: Yeah?!
Sonic: There’s no way we can beat these droids!!
Master Chief: Oh yes we can… *arm gets shot off*
All: …
Master Chief: … Urgh… Could you help me reach my arm, please?
All: …
Sonic: *slaps Master Chief with his own arm*
All: …
Then the droids started firing as everyone desperately sought cover…
Cortana: You gotta do something, Chief, or we’ll all die here!!
Master Chief: Like what?!!
Cortana: Use you’re weapon!!
Master Chief: Good thinking!! *throws weapon*
Then the weapon hit one of the droids… It stopped firing for a second then continued on like
nothing ever happened…
Cortana: …
Master Chief: *throws ammo clip* Ha!! How’d you like that?!!
Cortana: … We’re gonna die here… ¬_¬

Sonic: Not yet!! I have an idea!!
All: Oh dear Lord...
Sonic was still holding on to Master Chief’s arm… So he slapped Elise with Master Chief’s arm…
Elise: … *shaky lips*
Then Sonic made the fingers of Master Chief’s arm raise the index finger and he poked Elise a
few times. He even poked her nose a lot.
Elise: … WAAAAAAAAAA!!!1 *cries*
Voice Over: TIME PARADOX!!!!
Shadow: Whoa! Elise is actually useful!! O_o
Nicole: IT actually works! O_o
Then everything exploded yet again in another bright flash…
Feral: *chews on Happy Meal toy* X3
MrGimp: AHEM!!!
Feral: Oh!! Hiya!
MrGimp: … Where’d ch00 go last time?
Feral: … McDonalds… X3 *chews on Happy Meal toy*
MrGimp: ...
Feral: ^w^
MrGimp: Anyway… Where will Elise take them next…? Will they ever get hold of all the emeralds…?
Feral: Not if Elise keeps on crying like a whiney dog…
MrGimp: Yeah but they already have one...
Feral: That's not enough!!! >_<
MrGimp: … *steals Happy Meal toy*
Feral: *gasps*
MrGimp: To be continued…
Feral: Give that back!!
MrGimp: … No… ^w^ *gets stabbed*

8 - Bwaa? O_o
Meanwhile… In another dimension, a certain young female wolf is still struggling to survive on
the Dutchman…
Fish Pirate 1: *Mopping deck* [To other Fish Pirate] You know that pink wench that we brought aboard a
few days ago…?
Fish Pirate 2: Aye…?
Fish Pirate 1: I think she's a bit crazy in the head…
Fish Pirate 2: What makes you say that…?
Peaches: *Slides past on wet deck* TEN O'CLOCK AND TWO O'CLOCK!!!! X3
Long silence…
Fish Pirate 2: Ah…
Peaches: You missed a spot!
Fish Pirate 1: … You stupidPeaches: Ah, ah, ah! *waves finger in front of pirate* X3
Fish Pirate 1: … *sighs*
Peaches: Come on! Keep on mopping!! How am I supposed to slide across the deck if it isn’t wet?!
Chop-chop!
Fish Pirate 1: I can’t take it anymore!! I suggest we throw her overboard!
Jones: Does there seem to be a problem, master Peaches?!!
Peaches: No captain… =3
Jones: How about you…? Do you have a problem with master Peaches…?
Fish Pirate 1: No captain…
Jones: *nods* I thought so…
Peaches: But there was this one little thing thatJones: I trust to you to take disciplinary actions to the crew, master Peaches… See to it that he learns to
obey commands…
Fish Pirate 1: *gasps*
Peaches: Aye captain! =3
Then Jones walked away…
Peaches: =3
Fish Pirate: … Oh no… Please… Don’t…
Peaches: It’s the “Make-me-beautiful Manicure” for you!!
Fish Pirate: I learned my lesson!! I swear!! Please don’t!!

Peaches: Come on! It’ll be fun! Its girl’s night tonight! We can gossip, and do each other’s hair andFish Pirate 1: But I’m a guy! O_o
Peaches: …
Fish Pirate 1: …
Peaches: Unless you want Captain Jones to take the disciplinary actions in his own hands… Or tentacles
and claws… You decide…
Fish Pirate 1: … I hate my life…
Meanwhile… At other end of the planet in the same dimension…
Vanilla: Sooooon… All those who oppose us shall perish in the flames…
All: …
Vanilla: For I have decided… To become a Necromancer!!! *evil laugh*
All: *evil laugh*
Vanilla: ENOUGH!!!! >=(
Tails: Vanilla! I made a machine that shouldVanilla: WHAT…!! Did you just call me…?
Tails: Uh… Vanilla…?
Vanilla: It’s not… From now on…You may all refer to me as… Baron Doom von Evil!!!1 *dramatic reverb*
All: …
Vanilla: Come… I’ve arranged our EVIL accommodations in which we can scheme without being
disturbed…
Then they got into the janitor’s closet that had a sign that said: “Evil Scheme lair of Doom. No
ponies allowed”.
Meanwhile… Somewhere… Unknown…
All: WAAAAAAAAA!!! –splatSonic: Urgh…
Tala: … *cracks neck*
Knuckles: Oh man… Where the hell did we end up now…?
Elise: … *whimpers*
Shadow: *sighs* Now what?!!
Elise: I… I broke a naaaaaaaaaaail!!! Waaaaaaaaaaa!! *cries*
Voice over: TIME PARADOX!!!!
Sonic: Oh dear God, not again…
So the crew exploded again in a bright light… *sighs*
And they end up somewhere else again… -_-‘
Sonic: I… I don’t… I don’t feel so good…
Tala: And I thought getting rat-arsed was baaaaad… Gimme a sec…

Elise: =3
Shadow: … Elise…?
Elise: Yuuuuuuuuuuuush?! X3
Shadow: Are you happy now?!!
Elise: *nods franatically* X3
Shadow: NO!! I MEAN ARE YOU HAPPY NOW?!!! LOOK WHAT YOU DID!!1
Master Chief: … Whut? She did this?
Cortana: Give Elise a break here, guys, she just saved everyone…
Master Chief: She did? How?
Cortana: She’s not supposed to cry otherwise she will cause a time paradox.
Master Chief: … Riiiiiiiiiiiight…
Cortana: Hey, I didn’t come up with that stupid story. Blame Sega.
All: …
Shadow: Still, if she keeps on crying, she will cause a time paradox every time she can’t hold her water!
All: …
Shadow: Ok, bad example…
Elise: I’m sorry guys… I… I just… I just wanna do something good… *whimpers*
All: *sighs*
Elise: Why isn’t anyone appreciating me?!! Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!! *cries*
Voice over: Time paradox!!
Shadow: Oh for fu… I’m getting so sick of this story, so I’m just gonna say it.
*ahem*
The end!!1
No, I’m just kidding. Anyway, they landed somewhere else. AGAIN!!! >__<
Tala: … I wish I had something to drink…
Nicole: … I second that… *faints*
Gibbs: … *hides rum bottle*
Elise: =3
Shadow: [whispers to Sonic] I swear, we really need to get rid of her before she fracks everything else
up too…
Sonic: [Whispers to Shadow] I know…
Elise: Sonic…?
Sonic: What?
Elise: … I… I love you…
Sonic: … -_-‘
Elise: Kiss me!! *snogs Sonic*
Sonic: O_o
Elise: That was great! X3
All: …

Elise: *foam mouth*
All: ...
Elise: GAAAH!!! RABIES!!!! O_o *dies*
All: …
Sonic: ... My breath wasn’t that bad, was it…? -_All: … *stares at a dead Elise*
Shadow: … Whoa, looks like that problem just solved itself…
Blain: Yeah, talk about a Deus Ex Machina…
Tia Dalma: …
Rouge: … Now what the hell could you possibly want?!
Tia Dalma: Caution… Don’t forget that it was with MY powers you all returned to the land of the living…
Rouge: You did that…?
Tia Dalma: Yes… I couldn’t stand seeing everyone messing up…
Master Chief: Wait, so we’re not on Halo anymore…?
Tia Dalma: *sighs* No…
Master Chief: … Aw cabbage patch kids…
Cortana: …
Master Chief: =3
Tia Dalma: I have grave news for ya…
All: …
Tia Dalma: …
All: Well then, say it!!
Tia Dalma: … Actually, I have good and bad news…
Sonic: The good news?
Tia Dalma: The good news is that yoo haf returned to your own dimension…
Sonic: … Cool!
Cortana: … But that’s bad news for us, right?
Tia Dalma: Yis…
Cortana: Then why is it considered to be good news?
Rouge: … Bad news…?
Tia Dalma: The bad news is… The time paradoxes Elise caused…
All: …
Sonic: Yeeeeeeeeeeeees……?
Tia Dalma: … Caused every villain you’ve encountered to end up in this dimension…
All: … Everyone…?
Tia Dalma: … Everyone…
Master Chief: … Covenant…? 343 Guilty Spark…?
Lara: … Rutland…? *shudders*
Tia Dalma: *nods*
Sparrow: … Don’t forget Jones…
All: …
Sparrow: … And Crocker…
Sonic: … Well that just sucks…
Tia Dalma: Listen… It gets worse…

All: Whut?
Tia Dalma: They are also looking for the Chaos Emeralds… They knoooooow about eet…
Blain: Why the hell would they need the Chaos Emeralds for?!
Tia Dalma: … Some want it for money…
Lara: Rutland…
Tia Dalma: Some want it for power…
Master Chief: The Covenant…
Sonic: … Yeah but what about Crocker?!
Tia Dalma: … Too much free time…
All: … Ah.
Tia Dalma: Time is of the essence… You must hurry… I sense a great evil approaching…
All: …
Shadow: Alright everybody!! Let’s all thank Elise for bringing this shoot upon us!
All: Thank you Elise!!! >_<
Elise: *still dead*
Long silence…
Tala: … Where’s Peaches…?
Sonic: You just found out she’s missing!?!
All: O_o
Tala: Where is she?!! *shakes Sparrow*
Sparrow: She’s with Davy Jones!! O_o
Tala: What?!!!
Sparrow: I thought you knew!!! *gets punched*
Tala: Do you have any idea what would happen to little girls that are at the mercy of some tentacle
guy?!! O_o
Knuckles: Just like my favorite Japanese anime! =3
Tala: … *punches Knuckles*
Meanwhile…
Vanilla: Gortozet 'm eus, gortozet pell E skeud teñval tourioù gell… Rise…! Rise…!!
All: *gasps!*
Tails: It’s working!! The fly you’ve swatted is getting back to life!! O_o
Vanilla: Success!! I’m an evil Necromancer now!! *evil laugh*
Fly: O_o *explodes*
Vanilla: … Hmm…
Amy: Maybe you’re pronouncing it wrong…
Vanilla: No, no, no, the book says it right here… In chapter 2, it handles the basics ofThen a janitor walks in…
Janitor: … Sawwy, Ah needed this mawp…
Vanilla: Go awhea- I mean, ahead.

Janitor: Thaink yoo.
Vanilla: … You sound familiar… Do I know you from somewhere…?
Janitor: *sings* Chawklit raaaaaaaaaaaain!
Vanilla: Alright, that’s enough, thank you.
Janitor: Or should I say… Chaaaaaaaawklit mawp!
All: …
Janitor: =3 *gets shot*
All: …
Cream: *hides shotgun*
Vanilla: Good work my apprentice…
All: …
Amy: Try it out on him…
Vanilla: Hmmm… Gortozet 'm eus, gortozet pell E skeud teñval tourioù gell… Rise…! Rise…!!
Janitor: Oh whoa… Ah must have spaced out…
Vanilla: Success!! It works!! *evil laugh*
Janitor: Hey, yoo looking fiiiiiiiine, sexeh… Does my… Deep sexeh voice impresses yoo…?
All: …
Janitor: Can I call you… Huhwite Chawklit…? *winks*
Vanilla: …
Ok, back at the crew… Nicole gets bored so she started eating Mentos mints until!!!
…
She got a dastardly plan in her mind……
Nicole: Psst… Hey… *pokes Tala*
Tala: Huh?
Nicole: Watch this… Hey eh, Master Chief?!
Master Chief: Yes?!
Nicole: Do you want a… *chuckles* A Mentos?!
Master Chief: … Sure!
Nicole: *chuckles*
So Nicole gave a roll of Mentos to Master Chief. He lifts up the package and shakes it until a
Mentos falls out. But it bounced right off his visor…
All: *lmfao*
Master Chief: … -_-‘
Tia Dalma: Weren’t you supposed to be doing something?
All: Oh yeah, right.
Tia Dalma: *sighs* ¬_¬
MrGimp: ON THE NEXT CHAPTER OF “ROAD TRIP!!!1”
Feral: ALL THE BAD GUYS GET THEIR HANDS ON THE CHAOS EMERALDS!!!!
MrGimp: … They do… ?
Feral: NO!!1 I’M JUST KIDDING!!!! BUT IF YOU SAY THAT MORE PEOPLE WILL READ!!!
MrGimp: …

Feral: AND COMMENT THE STORY FFS!!!!1 IT WOULDN’T HURT!!!!!1 >_<
MrGimp: … Have a Mars bar…
Feral: Oh goody! X3
MrGimp: …

9 - Idk how to name this one...
Jeremy Clarkson: You’re probably wondering why WE are standing at a beach… With the 200 mph
legend McLaren F1… Good question, because we don’t know either… Does it really matter?! No!
Because no matter where you are, when the door opens up, it just makes you forget where you are and
it just… Begs you to come in and invites you to push the start button… The whole car just… Radiates raw
power… I mean, look at the door hinges! Just one massive piece of aluminium… And if you open the
hood… A massive 6.1 L V12 engine from BMW, with a staggering 657 break horse power, just taunts you
to fire it up… I mean, it’s got 24 karat gold in the engine bay to reflect the intense heat, for God’s sake!
Otherwise the car would just melt! And once you get in the McLaren… You’ll notice how clever Gordon
Murray was when he designed it… Sitting in the middle of a car, with room for 2 more passengers! It
gives an excellent view on the road, and while driving, it’s like you’re playing a video game on a wide
screen tv! It reminds us of what exotic super cars should all be about! Even headsets to communicate
with your passengers! The loud noise of the car makes it impossible to hear you’re passengers speak!
But you don’t care! Because you see buttons like… “Master Switch”! and “Fuel pumps”! This car is
more fun than seeing the entire French Air Force crashing into a fireworks factory!
Then all of a sudden, the Black Pearl got beached and crushed the 1.5 million dollar vehicle…
Jeremy Clarkson: ‘_’
All: LAND!!!!1 *kisses sand*
Jeremy Clarkson: O_o
All: *spits out sand* Blargh!! >_<
Jeremy Clarkson: B-Buh… O_o
Director: … *throws away script and kills himself*
All: … Sorry…
Jeremy Clarkson: *sighs* Well anyway, The Stig is about to drive the new Aston Martin DBS… Let’s see
how that goes… X3
The Stig: …
Nicole: … That’s just a stick in a race outfitJeremy Clarkson: SSSSSSSSSSSH!!!!1 >_<
All: O_o
Jeremy Clarkson: NO ONE!!! Knows the identity of… The Stig… And it should stay that way…
Richard Hammond: *Flies past in rocket car* IT'S TRUUUUUUUUUUUE!!!!
All: O_o
Jeremy Clarkson: *giggles*
The Stig got placed on the driver’s seat in the Aston Martin but nothing happens…
Sonic: Right… Eh… We’re just… Going… South… Yeah…
Then the Stig got thrown out as Jeremy takes place behind the wheel…

Jeremy: Let’s fire it up, shall we…?
All: …
Jeremy: Kssssssssssht, VroOOOOOOOM!!!.... Bop bop bop bop bop, BwaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAM!!!!
Vroaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaar!! Click clack!!
Vroaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaar!!! Click clack,
vroaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaar!!!! EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!
Richard: … What’s that click clack thing for?
Jeremy: The sequential gearbox…
Richard: … Oooooooh… Good imitation…
Jeremy: Vrooooooooaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaarrr!!!!
Richard Hammond: Just listen to that V12 engine roaring!!
Jeremy: VroaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAR!!!!
All: …
Richard/Jeremy: …
All: O_o
Jeremy: What?!! I lost the bloody key of the Aston Martin here, alright!!! >_<
Sonic: … Yeah whatever, buddy…
After walking for like… Five minutes… They reached the outskirts of a city…
Sonic: Oh! A sign!
All: …
Sonic: “Welcome to… Rockport City”…
Then all of a sudden, out of nowhere, a Chevrolet Corvette C6 police car made some impressive
doughnuts, leaving skidmarks and all that on the pavement… It pulls up near the guys and a big
police guy gets out…
???: My, my, my… New people in town huh?
All: *nods fanatically* X3
???: Hmm-mm… Let me get this straight… My name is sergeant Cross of the RPPD… And my job is toTala: *giggles* He said pee pee… X3
Cross: LISTN TO ME!!!!
All: O_o
Cross: WE GOT A LOT OF STREET RACERS IN THIS frackING CITY HERE, ALRIGHT?!!!1 AND IT’S
MY JOB TO ARREST THOSE SONS A dogES!!! SO DON’T frackING PUSH ME!!!! >_<
All: o_O
Cross: … You guys wouldn’t happen to be… Street racers… Are you…?
All: …… Nooooooooooooo…
Cross: I see… Carry on then…

All: =3
Cross: But I’ll be watching you………
All: o_O
Cross: Bizham…
And so, the cop got back in his Corvette, and drove off…
Blain: … The hell was that all about?
Girl: Hello.
All: EEP!!!
Girl: My name is Rachel. I’m a hot sexy Latin girl, and even though I’m not the main character in Need
For Speed Most Wanted, I get all the attention. That guy over there is my brother Fernando, the hot sexy
Latin pool boy.
Fernando: Hola! 8D *gets run over by a BMW M3 GTR*
Rachel: Noooooooo. Fernando.
Sonic: Uh, ok…
Rachel: … You must now avenge my brother’s death.
All: No.
Rachel: … You need to defeat Razor and become the most wanted.
All: We said no.
Rachel: You get to borrow my Nissan 350Z.
All: No!! >_<
Rachel: Anyway, the guy who ran him over with that BMW is Razor. He needs to be defeated.
Shadow: *gasp* Razor?! 8D
Sonic: What the hell is a BMW?
Blain: … You want us to kill him?
Rachel: No, you need to defeat him in a race.
All: …
Sonic: … That doesn’t make any sense…
Master Chief: Lolwhut?
Sonic: Do we have a choice?
All: Yes.
Rachel: No.
All: Told ya.
Sonic: … So… What is you’re purpose again…?
Rachel: I’m here to provide you with information by sending useless text messages, even though I’m
standing right next to you.
All: …
Mobile: *moaning girl ringtone*
Nicole: Oh, that’s mine.
All: … O_o

Nicole: … Text message…
Rachel: *hides mobile phone*
Nicole: … ¬_¬
Blain: Well read it!
Sonic: What does it say!?
Nicole: “To accelerate, press the acceleration button.” ¬_¬
All: …
Rachel: …
All: Bye.
And so, they ran away very quickly from Rachel, because she looked scary.
After walking for a… Very, very long time… They came across a spooky forest… And there was a
wizard guy walking around in circles… As they passed by…
Wizard: DO NOT CROSS THE FORESTS YOUNG ONES!!!!!! o_O
All: … Why not?
Wizard: Because there be werewolf’s lurking in the shadows! O_o
Knuckles: Werewolves?!
Wizard: Werewolves!!
Sonic: … Where?
Wizard: WEREWOLVESSSSSSSSSSSSSH………!!!
Tala: I know, but where are they?
Wizard: THEY’LL BE THE WERIEST WEREWOLVES YOU WILL EVER ENCOUNTER!!! >_<
Tala: Yes, but WHERE…?!!! >_<
Wizard: Werewolves!!!
All: WE KNOW THAT BUT WHEEEEEEERE ARE THEY?!!!
Wizard: Werewolves!! The ones that bite ya!! O_o
Tala: … frack this, let’s go on…
And so, the ignored the old wizard dude and went in the forest anyway…
Wizard: YOU SHALL NOT RETURN!!!!
Tala: Shuddup. *throws shoe at wizard*
The fact that Tala threw a shoe is amazing, because she’s wearing boots and not shoes.
Blain: Gimme my fracking shoe back!!! >_<
… Ah.
After Blain recovered his shoe from the wizard and beat the wizard up for touching Blain in funny
places, they continued to walk…
Tala: Oh no...
Nicole: What?!

Tala: It's a full moon... That means- Urk! Argh! No! Argh!! *Falls to the ground then goes still*
Nicole: OH MY GOD!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!! *screams*
Tala: .............................. Gotcha… *grins*
Nicole: Oh Tala, I thought I lost you!! *pounces Tala*
Tala: Get offa me!!!
Meanwhile… On board of the Dutchman…
Peaches: Come on Captain… You can do this…
Jones: … You really think so…?
Peaches: Of course silly! It’s something you’ve always wanted to do, right?!
Jones: Yeah, I guess…
Peaches: Go for it, captain! You can do it! I’m sure you can!
Jones: Yes I can!!
Peaches: YOU can DO it!!
Jones: YES I CAN!!!
Peaches: Great!! Go for it!!
Then Peaches and Jones walked up on deck where there’s a small kitchen build, and a camera
crew.
Jones: Welcome to the pilot episode of The Frying Dutchman! Today we're going to make... Stuffed
mackerel!! X3
All: Yay!
Peaches: Oer, I love fish dishes!
Jones: I thought you would… =3
Peaches: So what do you need for this delish dish?! X3
Jones: Two portions of cleaned mackerels! Salt and pepper!
Peaches: Three mushrooms! Three spring unions! One celery stick!
Jones: Half a red pepper! Two tablespoons of breadcrumbs!
Peaches: And a tablespoon of olive oil!
All: …
Jones: … That’s it right…?
Peaches: Yeah, I guess… But… I don’t see the mackerels… Where are they anyway…?
Jones: …
Peaches: …
Jones: … Don’t worry, I got this one…
Peaches: …
Jones: You, and you, could you come here for a second?
Fish pirates: … Us, captain?
Jones: Yes!
So the fish pirates join Davy Jones and Peaches…

Fish pirate: Hey! I’m on TV!! Hi mom!! 8D
Then all of a sudden, Jones cut the fish pirates to ribbons with his cutlass sword…
Jones: There, mackerels! 8D
Fish pirate: Ooooooooooooooooooooooow……! This… Really… really…! Huuuuuuuuuuuurts………!
Jones: Shuddap, mackerel dishes aren’t supposed to talk! *slaps fish pirate’s head*
Fish pirate: *sighs* Okaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay……… Ow…………..
Peaches: What next, captain?! X3
Jones: Heat the oil in a frying pan! And then chop the unions!
Jones tries to get hold of a knife but his tentacles and claws aren’t really allowing him to get
hold of a small knife… He drops it a lot and bumps into the kitchen counter, making everything
fall over… At some point, he bumps into the stove, spilling all the hot oil on him… The people who
were watching him, started to laugh louder and louder…
Jones: OOW!!!
All: *dies laughing*
Jones: Silence!! This is not funny!! >_<
All: *keeps on laughing*
Jones: I said SILENCE!!!!
All: *keeps on laughing*
Jones: Silence!!! I’ll kill you!!!
All: *keeps on laughing*
Jones: *whimpers* Silence…!!
Peaches: Aw…
Chopped fish pirate: Bwhahahahaha!! You faaaaaaaaaail at cooking!!! Bwahahhahahahaha!!!
All: *laughs even louder*
Jones: *whimpers*
Peaches: Everyone!!! Shut up!!!
All: … O_o
Peaches: Can’t you see the captain is truly heart broken…? All he ever wanted was to present his own
cooking show… You guys are mean!!!
Jones: *sniffles*
Peaches: I should cut you to the captain’s sword like the dogs you are!!
Jones: … Thank you Peaches…
Peaches: No problem, captain… Let’s get out of here…
All: … O_o
Peaches: What are you waiting for, you stupid deck apes?!! Clean it up!!
Meanwhile… Back in the scary forest…
Lara: … It’s getting pretty late, guys…
Cortana: Yes, we must find shelter…

Sonic: … Any idea where that might be?
Cortana: I sense a motel 2 meters to our left.
So when they turned left, they bumped their noses against the wall of a building… Which
happened to be a motel… Imagine, a motel in the middle of fracking nowhere in a creepy forest…
Sounds like a cheap slasher horror movie scenario if you asked me…
Anyway, they get inside the motel and this scary strange looking lady who smells funny and had
a really weird accent started talking to them…
Lady: … *looks at Nicole*
Nicole: …
Lady: Tart.
Nicole: … LOLWhut?!! >_<
Lady: … Four letter word for a pastry dish… Tart… Yes! *writes down crossword puzzle*
All: …
Lady: Oh!! Customers!!
All: … Hi.
Lady: Ghello… Goodevening…
Sonic: We would like a room, please…
Lady: I onlyeh have twoooo rrrrooms left…
All: …
Sonic: *sighs* We’ll take it… How much?
Lady: … Oh ho ho ho… Noooo… Ish free for you people… *smirks*
Sonic: Uh, okay, thanks…
The woman gives the keys to the rooms to the crew, and they all walked towards their own
room…
Lady: Not so vfast…
All: … Whut?
Lady: No girl mixed with boy in rrrrroom!
All: …
Blain: Why not!?!
Lady: You might do… Cootchie cootchie together, yis?
All: …
Blain: Believe me, I don’t wanna do cootchie cootchie with Tala or Nicole…
Tala/Nicole: … Like you stand a chance… ¬_¬
Lady: Those are the rrules!!
All: *sighs* Fine…
So all the girls went to one room and all the guys went to one room. Except Cortana, because
she’s stuck in Master Chief’s head, the poor thing…
But what the crew didn’t know was that they were being watched by sinister werewolves
creatures…

Werewolves: *growls*
Werewolf 2: … We’ll strike at night…
Werewolves: AROOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!! 8D
Werewolf 3: Sven had his nipple pierced!! 8D
Werewolves: …
MrGimp: *sighs*
Feral: … Whut?
MrGimp: … This story is getting nowhere… No wonder people don’t comment… -_-‘
Feral: Buh-buh… It’s random! 8D
MrGimp: Yes but… Where’s the action?! Where’s the romance?! There is no plot whatsoever!!
Feral: … They need to look for the Chaos Emeralds…
MrGimp: Yeah but that sounds like… Like a new Sonic game or something!!! >_<
Feral: Calm down, don’t get you’re panties all in a bunch.
MrGimp: …
Feral: To be continued… *dramatic reverb*
MrGimp: For your information, their quite comfortable……
Feral: … O_o

10 - Melons are here!!!!1
Commander: Lord Vader…? T-The Rebels have taken over Tatooine, m-my lord… The remaining forces
are falling back… The planet is lost… Only the Death Star is capable ofDarth Vader: … I find you’re lack of faith disturbing, commander…
Then Darth Vader did this awesome trick with his hands where he chokes the dude remotely. I
mean, how cool is that?! I bet even Uri Geller or even Chuck Norris isn’t capable of doing that!
That’s why Darth Vader is the shiznit, yo!
…
*ahem* Anyway, Darth Vader uses the Force on the dude’s @$$…
Darth Vader: Don't be too proud of this technological terror we've constructed... The ability to destroy a
planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force…
Commander: ABLAGAAHDRABLAARGHBLAARGH!!11 *dies*
Darth Vader: …
Storm Trooper: My lord, you’re guests have arrived.
Darth Vader: Excellent… Let them in…
Storm Trooper: Yes my lord.
Darth Vader: …
Storm Trooper: …
Darth Vader: …
Storm Trooper: … This might be a bad time, but… Can I have a raise?
Darth Vader: … No.
Storm Trooper: Okay…… *closes door*
Darth Vader: *sighs*
Storm Trooper: *opens door* … How about just a small one?
Darth Vader: … No…!
Storm Trooper: … Okay…… *pouts and closes door*
Darth Vader: … Damn clones…
Storm Trooper: *opens door* ST-17509 gets fifteen dollars more then I do while we both patrol the
stairs… My family is sick, and dieing and I’m so hungry…. I really need the money andDarth Vader: *sighs* FINE!!!! Just go to the HR department and they’ll handle it from there…
Storm Troopers: Thank you! Oh and you’re guests are here. I’ll send them through.
Darth Vader: … *sighs*
So after the door closes and opened up again… Vanilla, Cream, Amy, Tails and Tay Zonday

walked through the doors… Tay Zonday was the janitor in chappie 8, by the way.
Darth Vader: You have information of the rebels, I believe…
Tails: Not only that… We know what you’re after…
Darth Vader: And what is it that I’m after…?
Tails: The Chaos Emeralds to power the Death Star…
Darth Vader: … Damn, you’re good.
Tails: Chyah.
Darth Vader: … I sense something. A presence I've not felt since...
All: … Huh?
Darth Vader: You, step forward…
Tay: Who, me?
Darth Vader: *nods*
Then Tay steps forward and Darth Vader places a hand on his shoulder…
Darth Vader: I sense the force is strong with this one…
Tay: Uhuh…
Darth Vader nodded over to a Storm Trooper, who immediately shot at Tay with some laser
gun… Tay however, dodged the laser…
Tay: Ah moved away from the microphone to dawdge the oncoming laser.
Darth Vader: fracking hell..- I mean… Hmmm… TK-12475, what does the scouter say about his
Midi-chlorian levels…?
Storm Trooper: … It’s over nine thousaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaand!!! O_o
Darth Vader: What?!! Nine thousand?!! That’s…!! Impossosible!!!
Tay: Giggity, giggity, giggity!
Darth Vader: But it’s true… His power is beyond believe… But I can not help but to wonder… Why is it that
you brought him here…?
Vanilla: There are three things we want…
Darth Vader: … Name them…
Amy: We know you are currently at war with the Covenant, looking for the same… We need to end the
war and focus on the real threat here…
Darth Vader: And what is this… Threat…?
Vanilla: Sonic and his friends, who tries to save the universe… We only want our revenge… The Chaos
Emeralds mean nothing to us… Once we defeated Sonic and his friends, the Chaos Emeralds are yours
for the taking… But you’ll have to fight the Covenant for them…

Darth Vader: So you mean a little… “Truce”… With the Covenant until we find the Emeralds… And then
double cross them by blowing them apart…?
Vanilla: … Exactly… *smirks*
Darth Vader: What else…?
Tails: Take Tay as you’re apprentice Sith lord… He might be very useful in our fight against the good
guys…
Darth Vader: Yes… And the third…?
All: …
Darth Vader: …
Cream: …
Vanilla: Go on, dear, ask the nice man…
Cream: Can I have a helmet just like yours…? 83
Darth Vader: …
Cream: Pleeeeeeeeeeease?! 8D
Darth Vader: Alright, fine.
Cream: Yes!! Whoohoo!! 8D
Darth Vader: And so, a new alliance has formed to bring order in the Galaxy… Rise, my apprentice…
Rise… You are no longer known as…
All: …
Darth Vader: What’s his name again?
Tails: Tay Zonday… -_-‘
Darth: Rise, my apprentice… Rise… You kneeled before me as Tay Zonday… You shall rise as Darth
Chawklit… Rise…
Tay: Awright!!
Darth Vader: Okay, chill the frack out, kid… -_-‘
Meanwhile… In the eerie forests where the Sonic and friends are staying in a creepy motel in the
middle of nowhere…
Shadow: -And then the chicken said to the pig, “Condoms should be used on every conceivable
occasion!!!” Bwhahahahahahaha!!!
All: …
Blain: I don’t get it.
Sonic: Well, I do, but it’s not funny.
Knuckles: … Why are the girls sleeping in a different room?
All: …
Knuckles: What?
Shadow: You’re not that bright, are you?
Master Chief: …
Knuckles: What’s up, Chief?
Cortana: … I sense movement up ahead…
Master Chief: … Covenant…?

Cortana: No… I don’t think it is… I think they are… Well…
Blain: Werewolves?
Cortana: Yes, how’d you know?
Blain: Because one of them is waving at us through the window.
Cortana: Ah. Well, the wizard guy told us there’d be werewolves in the forests…
Blain: Dude, there’s more coming!
Master Chief: … Let’s kill them.

So all the guys got out of the motel and confronted the werewolves…
Blain: Hey werewolves?!! What the frack?!!
Werewolf 2: Keep the frack shut up, asshole!!
Werewolf 4: Yeah!! We’re gonna eat you guys!!
Werewolf: Rawr!!! >_<
Master Chief: *shoots werewolf*
Werewolf: EEP!! O_o *falls down*
Werewolf 2: Is that all you got, frackheads?!!
Blain: fracking… No……!!!
Werewolf 2: Shiiiiiiiiiiiiiit… I go back to town, to get some ale and whores!! Who’s with me?!!
Werewolf 4: I’m with you brother!!
Werewolf 2: Ale and whores for everyone!!
Werewolves: HUZZAH!!!! 8D
Werewolf 3: Sven is bleeding from the head!! 8D
Werewolves: …
… And so, they left…
Sonic: … The hell was that all about?
All: …
Meanwhile, over at the girls room…
Lara: … So, do any of you have pets…?
Tala: No.
Nicole: I have a pussy! =3
Lara/Tala: … O_o
Nicole: He’s called Diesel and Blain and I found him one evening while it was raining under our porch!
The poor thing got soaked! He didn’t have any collar, and Blain hated him, so I took care of the poor
little thing ever since! =3
Lara/Tala: … Oooooooooooooh…
Nicole: He’s so cute! X3

Lara: … Then where is he now…?
Nicole: … What?
Lara: Who’s taking care of him when the both of you are not around…?
Nicole: … Crap……
Lara/Tala: …
Tala: … So now what do we do?
Nicole: … We can sing a soooong…
Lara: … Oh dear God…
Tala: Oh yush! Let’s!
Nicole: Alright, just as we rehearsed…
Tala: Okay…
Nicole: You ready…?
Tala: *nods franatically*
Nicole: Alright…
All: …
Nicole: *sings* EVERYONE CHEER!!!
Nicole: *sings* YAAY!!!
Nicole: *sings* Melons are here!! Filled with seeds that grow out your rear!!
Tala: *sings* We eat melons every day!!
Nicole: *sings* Drop you’re pants, burn the seeds awaaaaaaaay!!
Tala: *sings* Buuuuuuuuurn, buuuuuurn the seeds away!! Make my @$$ save for today!!
Nicole/Tala: *sings* BUUUUUUUUUUUURN, BUUUURN THE SEEDS AWAY!!! MAKE THOSE
MELONS DIIIIIIIIIIIIIE!!!!!!!1
All: …
Tala/Nicole: ^w^
Tala: Oh!! I know one too!!
Nicole: SHAREZEES!!! X3
Tala: … You know which one it is…… X3
Nicole: I do?! O_o
Tala: Yuuuuuuuuuuush…
Nicole: … Oooooooooooh! That one!!
Tala: *nods franatically*
Nicole: GLEEE!!! 8D
Tala: Here we go!!
Nicole: A wun… A toooo… A tree… A twenty six…
Tala: *sings* Here he is the electro gypsy!! In his caravan!! It's the future man!!!
See him play a tune upon his Yamaha!! A guitar won't do!!! They are too old skool!!!!1
Nicole: *sings* Watch him going door to door!!! Selling Pegs and lucky heather!! Dropping fine electric
beats!!!! Wearing trousers made of leather!!!

Tala: *sings* Yama Yamahaaaaa!!! Yama Yamahaaaaa!!! Yama Yamahaaaaa!!!! Moog and a Casio!!!
Nicole: *sings* There he is the electro gypsy!!!! He stands motionless!!!! While he drops a melody!!!
Plays future music long into the night!!! Till his fingers bleed!!!
Well, that's alright!!! X3
Tala: *sings* Watch him going door to door!!! Selling Pegs and lucky heather!!! Dropping fine electric
beats!!! Wearing trousers made of leather!!! X3
Nicole: *sings* Yama Yamahaaaaaaaa!!!! Yama Yamahaaaaaaaa!!! Yama Yamahaaaaaaaa!!! Moog
and a Casio!!!! 8D
Tala: *sings* There he goes the Electro Gypsy!!!! Everywhere he goes, he needs to take a generator!!!!
Power is not!!! What he craves, my friend!!! It's just the means tooooooooooooo his electro end!!!!
Nicole: *sings* Watch him going door to door!!! Selling Pegs and lucky heather!!! Dropping fine electric
beats!!! Wearing trousers made of leather!!! X3
Nicole/Tala: *sings* Yama Yamahaaaaaaa!!!! Yama Yamahaaaaaaaaa!!! Yama Yamahaaaaaaaaa!!!
Moog and a Casiooooooooooooooo!!!! 8D
Lara: …
Tala: That was fun!! X3
Nicole: I KNOW ANOTHER ONE!!!!
Tala: … OOH!!! I KNOW THAT ONE TOO!!!
Tala/Nicole: *sings* Macaroni, macaroni, macaroni, macaroni, put the cheese and the noodles, and what
do you get?! Macaroni, macaroni, macaroni, macaroni, put the cheese and the noodles, and what do
you get?! Macaroni, macaroniLara: Don’t you ever shut up?!!
Tala/Nicole: Want us to sing a different song then?!! X3
Lara: NO!!! Just shut up!! Shut!! Up!!
Nicole/Tala: …
Lara: *sighs*
Nicole/Tala: *hums the song*
Lara: Shut up!!!
Tala/Nicole: We can’t even hum it?! O_o
Lara: No!!
Tala/Nicole: …
Lara: … *sighs*
Tala/Nicole: *sings* My life sucks, so I’m selling hotdogs- *gets KO’d by pistol-whips*
Lara: … I’m… Gonna see the guys for a bit… Uh… Yeah… Later.
And then Lara walks off while Nicole and Tala are unconscious…

Nicole awakes in a poorly illuminated bathroom many hours later… She looks around in horror
and sees bloody walls and torn off limbs…
Tala: *gasps*
Nicole: T-Tala…? I-Is that you?!!
Tala: Yeah it’s me!! You o-okay…?
Nicole: Y-Yeah… W-Where the hell are we…?
Tala: I don’t k-know… I-I’m really scared…
Nicole: M-Me too…
Nicole: I-I’m chained down… I… I can’t move! I’m stuck to something!! I can’t see!! Where are you?!!
Tala: I don’t know!! It’s too dark!!
Then all of a sudden, a tv got turned on… And they see a freaky puppet face…
Jigsaw: Hello Nicole and Tala… I would like to play a game…
Nicole/Tala: …
Nicole: … Monopoly?
Jigsaw: … No…
Tala: … Cluedo…?
Jigsaw: No.
Nicole: *gasp!* I know! Twister!!
Tala: Oh I love that game!!
Nicole/Tala: GLEEE!!! 8D
Jigsaw: NO!!! >_<
Tala: Buh… *whimpers* I-I love Twister…
Nicole: … I think I-I know what he’s trying to s-say, Tala…
Tala: … R-Really…?
Nicole: Yes…
All: …
Nicole: He wants to play videogames!! 8D
Jigsaw: … No, I’m not talking about that either…
Tala: … Aww…
Nicole: … Can’t we just play one game of Call of Duty 4?!
Jigsaw: … No.
Tala: … World of Warcraft then!
Jigsaw: …
Tala: =3
Jigsaw: NO!!!! >_<
Tala/Nicole: … o_O
Jigsaw: Like I said… I would like to play a game… The two of you are on a quest to save the earth… You
have battled the forces of evil under harsh conditions and could get along just fine… But, Tala…

Tala: Yush? X3
Nicole: … Battled the forces of evil…? o_O
Jigsaw: Once you found out that Nicole is a lesbian, you started to shun her… She would give her life for
you in order to save you… You’re ignorance has caused Nicole grief and sorrow, while you are filled with
hate and vengeance towards her nature, despite the fact that she did not choose for this when she was
born…
Tala: … Nicole is a lesbian? O_o
Nicole: … So what the hell am I doing here?!
Jigsaw: Nicole… You’re gullibility has led you to believe you can have anyone in the world… You’re
arrogance and lust surpasses beyond imagination… So tonight, I present you with a choice…
Nicole: ... Whoa, whoa, whoa, lust…? What the hell…? You’re saying I’m a slut?!!
Jigsaw: Tala… In front of you’re face, is a shotgun… Rigged to go off if Nicole or you escapes…
Nicole: Then what the hell am I stuck too?!
Jigsaw: Nicole… You are stuck to a contraption that will begin twisting you’re ears at 11:45 pm… You
have one hour to make you’re choice… Are you willing to forgive Tala for what she did to you…? Or will
you not…? Are you willing to save your own life and let her die for the things she did to you…? Or will you
undergo your punishment and forgive her so that she may live…? You have one hour… Make you’re
choice…
Then the tv monitor turns off…
Nicole: … Whoever informs that guy is waaaaaaay off… I think he got the wrong persons…
Tala: … You’re a lesbian?
Nicole: I might be. You make it sound like I’m some kind of alien.
Tala: *sighs* I-I’m sorry…
Nicole: Ooooh, so NOW you’re sorry huh…?
Tala: … Yeah…
Nicole: *wiggles in chair*
Tala: No, no, no!!! Don’t!!!
Nicole: *giggles*
Tala: Gaaaah…!! >_<
Nicole: I was just playing! X3
Tala: …
It stayed silent as the minutes passed by…
Nicole: … Battled the forces of evil…?
Tala: …

Fifteen minutes later…
Nicole: … I spy with my little kangaroo’s eye… Something bloody…
Tala: … Is it that torn off arm near the radiator…?
Nicole: … Wrong! It’s the leg near the window!
Tala: … Oooh…
Nicole: You’re turn! 8D
Twenty three minutes later…
Nicole: … Battled the forces of evil…? o_O
Tala: …
Thirty four minutes later…
Nicole: *sings glum* Everyone cheer…… Yaaaaaaaay… M-Melons a-are here… F-Filled with seed that
grows… O-Out you’re rear… We eat m-melons everydaaaaaaaaaaaay… Drop you’re pant’s, burn theTala: SHUDDAP!!!
Nicole: … *sniffles*
Forty five minutes later…

Nicole: “… Sp-… Spa- Spas-12”. … “Spe-Speciiiiiial… Pur… Purpos-Purpose… Auto… Autommmmm…
Automatic… Sh… Shotgun!” …… “Frrrrrrrr…… Franch-… Franchise Ind… Indus… Industries!” Yeah! I can rea
upside down! Whoohoo!!
Tala: … You’re reading the lettering on the shotgun?!!
Nicole: Well, yeah, I gotta do something to kill time…
Tala: *sighs*
Nicole: …
Tala: … This is hopeless, Nic… Just go…… Go while you can…
Nicole: … Well I don’t know, I’m starting to like it here.
Tala: …
Nicole: … It’s because I’m with you…
Tala: …
Nicole: And… And I’ll stay with you… Even if it means getting my ears twisted…
Tala: … Why…?
Nicole: Because… Because you’re my friend… That’s what friends do, right……? *smiles weakly*
Tala: … Heh… *smiles weakly*
Nicole: Also, it’s easy to escape…
Tala: … Whadda ya mean…?
Nicole: … The shotgun’s safety is on…
Tala: You knew this all along?!!
Nicole: … Chyah… =3
Tala: … WHAT?!!!

Nicole: Well, Blain shows me how weapons work!
Tala: …
Nicole: And besides… I liked this special alone time… *smiles*
Tala: … Let’s just go…
Then the TV monitor goes back on again…
Jigsaw: Aww damn it! Amanda!!!
Amanda: I’m sorry!! I’m still new to this whole torture thing!!
Jigsaw: Damn it… Hey!! Nicole!! Tala!! HEY!!! Where you going?!! Come back!! You’re not supposed to
leave the- Aw frack, they left…
Amanda: …
Jigsaw: …
Amanda: …
Jigsaw: Amanda… I would like to play a game…
Amanda: … Checkers?
Jigsaw: Fine… I’ll be black…
… Can I get a “Wh00t wh00t??!!!” 8D
…
Psh… You guys are boring… Anyway, back to the story…
All: …
Shadow: … So what’s the clue? I don’t get the joke…
Knuckles: …
Then there’s a knock on the door…
Sonic: There’s a knock on the door!
Shadow: No shoot, Sherlock… Open the door.
Nicole: Hello! 8D
All: …
Sonic: Where’d you come from?
Nicole: Tala and I come from the bathroom and played some games with a guy! 8D
Sonic: Do I wanna know?
Tala: … No, trust me, you don’t….
And then there was another knock… So Sonic opened the door again… Guess who were standing
there…
Werewolf 2: … Well, well, well… We meet again… *growls*
All: …
Master Chief: … Didn’t I kill that one last time?
Werewolf 2: Stupid naive robot… Werewolves can’t die by ordinary bullets…

Werewolf: Yeah!! We only die by silver bullets and nipple twists!!
Werewolves: …
Werewolf 2: *slaps werewolf*
Werewolf: OW!!! Why’d ch00 do that?! *cries*
Werewolf: You’re NOT supposed to tell them our weaknesses!!!
Werewolf: … Ooh…
Shadow: …
Werewolf: … The hell you looking at? You wanna give it a go against me, pretty boy…? Who do you think
you are anyway…?
Shadow: …
Sonic: … You shouldn’t have asked that to him.
Werewolf: … Why not?
Sonic: … Three… Two…
Shadow: …
Sonic: One…
Shadow: I AM!! Shadow the hedgehog!! I AM!!! The union of ideals dark and benign, but ultimately built
in the name of love!!
Sonic: *snickers* Fag…
Shadow: I AM!! The ultimate Lifeform!! I AM!! The protector of Mobius!! Run home to you’re master and
tell him!! THIS!!! Is who I am!!!
Werewolves: … O_o
Shadow: *pants*
Werewolf: …
Shadow: How was that?
Sonic: That’ll do, Shadow… That’ll do…
Tala: … *nipple twists werewolf*
Werewolf: GAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!! I’m dieing!!!!1 *dies*
All: …
Werewolf 2: … This isn’t over yet…
All: …
Werewolf 2: Mark my words, you filthy animals, and mark them well… I have survived your
predecessors… And I will survive YOU…
Master Chief: … ‘Kay.
Sonic: We are NOT filthy!! We bathe REGULARLY!!! >_<
Knuckles: Yeah!!
All: …
Werewolf: *ahem* But for now… We’re going back to town for more ale and whores…
Werewolves: HUZZAH!!! 8D
Werewolf 3: Sven is having his menstrual cycle!! 8D
Werewolves: …

Lara: … Uh, Tee em aye… -_-‘
… After the werewolves left again…
Nicole: … Does that mean Tala will die too if I twist her nipple…?
Tala: … No.
Nicole: … Awesome… ¬w¬
Tala: … You stay the hell away from me…
Nicole: … Awww…
All: …
Sonic: … The sun is coming up…
Shadow: Yeah… We better get moving again… We haven’t seen Sparrow and the others in a while…
They must’ve been transported somewhere else during the paradox Elise caused…
Nicole: …TIME PARADOX!!!!!!!!!!1 >=(
All: … OH DEAR GOD NO!!!
Nicole: … I was just testing you guys…
All: …
MrGimp: … WHERE THE HELL IS EVERYBODY?!!!1 … WE NEED TO DO THE END LINES OF THE
CHAPTER!!! … WHY IS NO ONE HERE?!!! WHY IS NO ONE HELPING ME OUT?!!1 … AND WHY
THE HELL AM I TALKING TO MYSELF?!!!1 … IT’S NOT FUNNY ANYMORE, GUYS!!!1 …… *sniffles*
… It’s not funny anymore… Dare I say it…? T-To be continued, folks…
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Meanwhile… At the Flying Dutchman… [br]
[br]
Peaches: Captain? [br]
Jones: Yes master Peaches? [br]
Peaches: We just received a letter from the East Indian Trading Company… [br]
Jones: …… What’s it saying…? [br]
[br]
So Peaches got out the letter and stares at it… Her eyes widened with every second that passed
by…[br]
[br]
Peaches: OOOOH!!! MY!!! GOD!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!![br]
Jones: What?!! What is it?!! [br]
Peaches: I’M TOO YOUNG TO READ!!!![br]
Jones: … Give me. [br]
[br]
Peaches reached Jones the letter as Jones reads it… His eyes widened with every second that
passed by…[br]
[br]
Jones: OOOOH!!! MY!!! GOD!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!![br]
Peaches: What?!! What is it?!![br]
Jones: Lord Cutler Becket from the East Indian Trading Company wants to take over the Dutchman!!!
[br]
[br]
Peaches: … [br]
Jones: … [br]
Jones/Peaches: OOOOH!!! MY!!! GOD!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!![br]
[br]
Fish-pirate:
CAPTAIN!!! IT’S THE HMS ENDEAVOUR!!!! [br]
Jones: What?!!! [br]
Fish-Pirate: Their signalling to go on land!!! They want our terms of surrender!!! [br]
Jones: To hell with that!!! All hands on deck!! To arms!! [br]
Peaches: … Captain?!![br]
Jones: What?!! [br]
Peaches: The HMS Endeavour isn’t alone… They brought their full armada…[br]
Jones: … [br]
Peaches: We would die for certain if we go to arms against the East Indian Trading Company… Maybe…
Maybe it’s best to hear what they have to say… [br]
[br]

Jones: … There’s no way in HELL I will ever surrender… [br]
Peaches: We have no choice… We’ll find a way, captain… [br]
Jones: … [br]
[br]
So Jones grabbed a large bucket and filled it up with water… A few crew members prepared a
dinghy for them to row to the little island where Lord Becket was waiting for them… Then
Peaches placed the bucket of water on land while Jones stepped in it… Peaches pushes the
bucket in order for Jones to move around… [br]
[br]
Jones: Careful… You’re spilling water… Left…! No, no, the other left! Alright, steady as it goes… A bit to
the right… A little more… Almost there… Alright! Stop! Now move forward… [br]
[br]
Becket and soldiers: *snickers* [br]
[br]
Once Jones was facing Becket, Peaches stood next to the captain and pulled a confident
face… [br]
[br]
Jones: … I will not be summoned like some mongrel PUP!! [br]
Becket: Apperently, you can… [br]
All: … [br]
Becket: You’re probably wondering why we want you’re terms of surrender… [br]
Jones: … I will NEVER surrender… [br]
Becket: … Hmm… That’s odd… Because… Last time I checked… I still was in the possession of this handy
little key… [br]
[br]
Jones: … [br]
Peaches: You heard the captain, you stupid… Dummy dumb guy!!! [br]
Becket: … You can fight and all of you will die, or you can not fight, in which case only most of you will
die…[br]
[br]
Peaches: We will never surrender!! [br]
Becket: … So be it… We’ll give you 48 hours to change you’re minds… [br]
Jones: … Why 48 hours…? [br]
Becket: … Because we wanna make fun of you when you roll around on deck screaming you’re lungs
out… [br]
[br]
Jones: … We’ll see about that… [br]
Becket: So it seems…[br]
Jones: … [br]
All: …[br]
Jones: *reaches out for Becket to grab him by the throat* [br]
All: …[br]
Jones: Move me a little closer, Peaches, so that I can grab his neck and stare viciously in his eyes. [br]
[br]
Peaches: Okidoki, captain! 8D[br]
[br]
So Peaches pushed the bucket forward a bit… [br]

[br]
Jones: *reaches out for Becket to grab him by the throat* [br]
All: … [br]
Jones: … A bit more forward. [br]
[br]
So Peaches pushed the bucket again… [br]
[br]
Jones: *grabs Becket by the throat* [br]
Becket: Gaaghk!!! [br]
Jones: … *stares viciously in Becket’s eyes* [br]
Becket: Lemme go!! [br]
Jones: … Oh, okay. [br]
[br]
Then Jones let go of Becket. Then all of a sudden, Becket kicked the bucket of water Jones was
standing in… Jones lost his balance and fell down in the sand while Becket and the soldiers
were laughing their asses off as they walked away… [br]
[br]
Peaches: *gasps* Captain!!! [br]
Jones: *rolls around in the sand like a fish on dry land* [br]
Peaches: Captain!! Hold on!! [br]
Jones: *spastic twitches* [br]
Peaches: HEEEEEEEEEELP!!!! ANYONE!!!! [br]
Jones: … *eye twitches* [br]
Peaches: CAPTAIN!!! DON’T DIE!!!! [br]
Jones: … [br]
Peaches: … [br]
Jones: *Wimpers quietly* They... T-They k-kicked my bucket...[br]
Peaches: I’ll get you out of here!! [br]
[br]
Meanwhile… Sonic and co are walking for hours… [br]
[br]
All: … [br]
Sonic: … So does anyone know how to build a sandcastle…? [br]
[br]
Tala: Well yeah! When you're building a sandcastle, you just have to have the right sand. Not to wet, not
to dry. Just mix it up with water and it will stick together. After it got stick together, you can then try to
use a bucket to make the tower and little spoons and scalpels to make all the details! [br]
[br]
All: … [br]
Tala: =3[br]
[br]
Nicole: … What happened to you’re bad @$$ attitude…? [br]
Tala: … You stay the frack away from me… [br]
Nicole: O_o [br]
Sonic: Let’s sing a song! [br]
All: No! [br]
Sonic: *sings* On the road again! WHAAHAAY!!! On the road again!! Come on! Sing with me Knuckles!

^_^[br]
[br]
[br]
Knuckles: *sings* Ooooooh there was once a-[br]
[br]
Shadow: SHUT THE frack UP!!! You guys are getting on my nerves! O_o[br]
[br]
Cortana: … Chief…? [br]
Master Chief: What is it, Cortana…? [br]
Cortana: Covenant armada is inbound… [br]
Master Chief: … shoot. [br]
All: … [br]
Master Chief: … May I make a suggestion?[br]
All: What?[br]
Master Chief: … Run………… [br]
[br]
So everyone run around like a bunch of idiots, and tried to resist against the Covenant who were
dropping down from the ships… A short battle followed, seeing as they were all outnumbered…
And so, the inevitable captivity of our heroes was… Well, inevitable. Bottom line is, they all got
captured… And the Covenant armada made it’s way into space again… [br]
[br]
Many hours later, after being imprisoned on the ship, our heroes got carried off to a large area,
filled with Covenant… There was a Covenant Elite standing in the middle while thousands of
Covenant were watching him from their seats, calling him names and yelled “BOO!!!!” at
him… [br]
[br]
Arbiter: There was only one ship…[br]
Prophet of Truth: One…? Are you sure…?[br]
Arbiter: Yes… They called it… The "Pillar of Autumn"…[br]
Prophet of Mercy: Why was it not destroyed with the rest of their fleet…?[br]
Arbiter: It fled as we set fire to their planet... I followed with all the ships in my command…[br]
[br]
Prophet of Regret: When you first saw Halo, were you blinded by its majesty…?[br]
Arbiter: Blinded…?[br]
[br]
Prophet of Regret: Paralyzed…? Dumbstruck…? Confused…? Baffled…? Taken aback…? Stunned into
submission…? Shocked…? Flabbergasted…?[br]
[br]
Arbiter: No……[br]
Prophet of Regret: Yet the humans were able to evade your ships, land on the sacred ring, and
desecrate it with their filthy footsteps!![br]
[br]
Arbiter: Noble hierarchs, surely you understand that once the parasites attacked...-[br]
[br]
As the Arbiter tries to explain himself, the council goes in uproar…[br]
[br]
Prophet of Mercy: There will be order in this counsel!![br]

[br]
Prophet of Truth: You were right to focus your attention on The Flood, but this Demon? This… Master
Chief…?[br]
[br]
Arbiter: By the time I learned of the Demon's intent, there was nothing I could do…[br]
[br]
The council goes in uproar again…[br]
[br]
Prophet of Regret: *whispers* Prophet of Truth, this has gone on long enough… Make an example of this
bungler… The Counsel demands it…[br]
[br]
Prophet of Truth: You are one of our most treasured instruments. Long have you lead your fleet with
honor and distinction. But… Your inability to safeguard Halo was a colossal failure…[br]
[br]
Counsel dude: Nay! It was heresy!![br]
[br]
Really big uproar again…[br]
[br]
Arbiter: … I will continue my campaign against the humans…[br]
Prophet of Truth: No… You will not…[br]
[br]
Then the Arbiter gets carried away by the Brutes…[br]
[br]
Prophet of Truth: The Great Journey is about to begin... But… When it does, the weight of your heresy
will stay your feet... And you shall be left behind…[br]
[br]
Sonic: The Great Journey…? [br]
Cortana: Yeah… [br]
Sonic: Well, where are they going…? [br]
Cortana: Disneyland…[br]
All: *gasp!!*[br]
Tala: Poor Arbiter… [br]
Shadow: Yeah… He doesn’t get to see the Mickey Mouse parade now… [br]
[br]
Prophet of Truth: Alright, next case. The United Counsel of the Covenant Federation versus… Master
Chief… And… His friends… [br]
[br]
Counsel goes in uproar again… [br]
[br]
Prophet of Truth: Master Chief, You stand trial today for- *blablabla* [br]
Shadow: *whispers* This isn’t going well… [br]
Rouge: *whispers* We need to find a way to get out of here… [br]
Shadow: … *whispers* How…?[br]
Sonic: *whispers* Don’t worry, I have a plan… [br]
All: … [br]
Sonic: He’s not Master Chief!![br]
Prophet of Regret: … Whut? [br]

[br]
Sonic: Yeah! He’s not! [br]
Prophet of Mercy: … Then who is he…? [br]
Sonic: … Eh… [br]
All: …[br]
Sonic: He’s Master Chef! [br]
All: … [br]
Prophet of Truth: B-Bu-But he wears the suit!! [br]
All: … [br]
Sonic: Hell, a lot of people where suits like those… It’s called cosplaying!! Some people even dress up
like me!! [br]
[br]
All: … [br]
Prophet of Truth: … Crap… [br]
Prophet of Mercy: Hold on… He could be fooling everyone… Master Chef… Remove you’re helmet… [br]
[br]
Master Chief: You sure that’s a wise thing to d-[br]
Prophet of Mercy: Remove… You’re helmet… [br]
[br]
So Master Chief removes his helmet… Everyone screams in terror as they see Master Chief’s
face… [br]
[br]
Master Chief: Alright, alright, I’ll put it back on… [br]
[br]
All: … [br]
Prophet of Truth: We will investigate this matter… Until then, you stay prisoner… [br]
[br]
All: … Oh goody… -_-‘[br]
[br]
Then Darth Vader stepped out from the darkness… Along with Vanilla, Cream, Tails, Amy and
Darth Chawklit aka Tay… [br]
[br]
Darth Vader: … The trial of this individual is no longer needed… We have what we came for… [br]
[br]
Sonic: … *whispers* The hell…? Tails, Cream, Vanilla and Amy…? The hell are they doing there…? [br]
[br]
Nicole: … And what does he mean by that…? They got all the Chaos Emeralds now…?[br]
[br]
Shadow: … I sense them… [br]
Sonic: Yeah, I feel them too… [br]
Master Chief: … What…? [br]
Shadow: I sense the other six Chaos Emeralds… [br]
Rouge: … But they don’t know you have the seventh… [br]
Shadow: Excactly… *smirks* [br]
[br]
Then all of a sudden, Shadow got pulled over by Darth Vader who used the Force on
Shadow… [br]

[br]
Darth Vader: … You shouldn’t be talking so loud. *steals Chaos Emerald*[br]
Darth Chawklit: Ah pity tha foo’. [br]
Shadow: … frack… -_-‘[br]
[br]
Darth Vader: At last… The circle is complete… With these Chaos Emeralds, we will be able to power the
Death Star… We will reign supreme in the galaxy and restore order and bring death to all who oppose
us…[br]
[br]
Prophet of Truth: Uh… What about us…? [br]
Darth Vader: ... [br]
Prophet of Truth: … =3[br]
Darth Vader: If you do not oppose us… You may live to be my alien pet… [br]
Prophets: o_O [br]
Vanilla/Cream/Tails/Amy: *evil laugh* [br]
[br]
Darth Vader: There can be only one ruler in the universe…[br]
[br]
Prophet of Truth: *gasps* You double crossed us!! O_o[br]
Prophet of Mercy: You hoonie-goonie!! O_o[br]
Prophet of Regret: We’ve been flimflammed!!! O_o[br]
[br]
Then all of a sudden, thousand and thousands of Imperial Storm Troopers raided the ship and a
massive firefight was starting as Darth Vader killed the Prophets… [br]
[br]
Lara: … Maybe we can sneak around these guys… We need to be quiet… [br]
[br]
Then they all turned around and bumped into Blaze, who tries to sneak away as well… [br]
[br]
All: Blaze?!!! O_o [br]
Blaze: Hi guys! 8D[br]
All: … [br]
Sonic: … Are they all looking at us? [br]
Tala: Hmm-mm…[br]
Sonic: Oh… So… Now would be a good time to duck…? [br]
Tala: Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmyup… [br]
[br]
Then they got attacked because they weren’t quiet enough. So they all jumped into cover as Lara
and Master Chief were shooting back… [br]
[br]
Sonic: Blaze?!! The hell you’re doing here?!! [br]
Blaze: I don’t know!! I stand trial because of the Sol Emeralds!! [br]
All: … [br]
Blaze: Apparently, they want ALL the emeralds they can get!! [br]
Tala: … Lunar emeralds too?![br]
Blaze: … I said, they want ALL the emeralds!! [br]
Tala: frack!!! I knew it!!! I should’ve never agreed to participate in this story!! [br]

Nicole: Then who’d be my best friend in this story?!![br]
Tala: I don’t fracking care now that it’s certain we’re all gonna DIE here!!! [br]
[br]
Shadow: Relax, we’ll beat these guys with ease… Once their all dead, we can take the emeralds and go
home… [br]
[br]
Blaze: But the Sol Emeralds haven’t been found yet!! [br]
Tala: Neither are the Luna Emeralds!! [br]
Shadow: … That’s not our problem. [br]
Blaze/Tala: … [br]
All: *smiles innocently* [br]
Tala: Go frack yourselfs… -_-‘[br]
[br]
Blaze: *sneezes and catches fire* [br]
All: … O_o[br]
Blaze: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGH!!! *runs around screaming her lungs out while flailing
her arms* [br]
[br]
Sonic: … Okaaaaaaaaaaaay… Shadow… [br]
Shadow: … [br]
Sonic: It’s time… [br]
Shadow: … *nods* Ready when you are, blue hedgehog… [br]
[br]
Sonic and Shadow focused… Their eyes squinted and they looked as if they gotta shoot
needles… Then all of a sudden, they both transformed into Super Sonic and Hyper
Shadow… [br]
[br]
Meanwhile… [br]
[br]
Goku: *changes channel* Pssh… Sonic X… Pah… Whadda ya mean, a rip off…[br]
Vegeta: Yeah… Bunch of fakers… [br]
Goku: How many channels do we have left? [br]
Vegeta: OVER NINETHOUSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAND!!!!! >_< [br]
[br]
Goku: *sighs*… You know, that joke is getting really old. It was funny when I asked you, “Vegeta, how
much does the cash register say about our total amount of purchase?!!” and… “Vegeta, how many dicks
would it take to screw Android 18?!!!” but now it’s just not funny anymore… [br]
[br]
Vegeta: *giggle snort* The look on the cashier’s face was priceless though…!! [br]
Goku: … That’s true… [br]
Vegeta: And on Android 18’s face as well… Meh… She’s just a big slut anyway… [br]
Goku: That’s also true… [br]
Vegeta: … [br]
Goku: … [br]
Vegeta/Goku: LMAO!!!!!1[br]
[br]
Back to the epic fight thing… [br]

[br]
Well, everyone stopped fighting and shooting and gawped at two golden furries floating in the air
for no apparent reason… [br]
[br]
Sonic: … Super Sonic…… [br]
Shadow: … And Hyper Shadow… [br]
[br]
All: …[br]
Shadow: WHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOOHOOHOOHOOOOOOO!!!
WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!! I CAN FLLLLLLYYYYYYYYYYYYYY!!!!!!!!!1 8D *flies off and punches
random people* [br]
[br]
Sonic: … [br]
[br]
Blain: Dear god, he’s even worse then Nikki when she had 2 double espresso latte macchiato’s early in
the morning… [br]
[br]
Nicole: That’s a lie!![br]
Blain: She’s still trying to brush the coffee beans out of her teeth! Bwaha!![br]
[br]
Nicole: You leave my double espresso latte macchiato alone!! I warn you!! [br]
Blain: And then she’s like- *gets KO’d by a kangaroo kick*[br]
[br]
Sonic: … Guys? Shouldn’t we be fighting them instead…? [br]
Tala: Oh yeah, good luck with that, I’ll be cheering for you. *gets out a bottle of whiskey* -_-‘[br]
[br]
So Sonic and Shadow use their uber powers to kill everyone… It didn’t take long to do
that… They kept on killing until only Darth Vader, Amy, Vanilla, Cream and Tails were left… Then
Sonic transformed back to his normal self…[br]
[br]
Darth Vader: … You killed my apprentice… [br]
Shadow: WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!11 * flies past and steals Darth Vader’s helmet and puts it on*
[br]
[br]
Darth Vader: OH NOES!!!!1 *wheezes and dies* [br]
Shadow: *puts up deep voice* Sonic… You suuuuuuuck……
AHAHAHAAHHAHAHAHAHAAAAAHAHAHAA!!!!! 8D[br]
[br]
Sonic: …[br]
[br]
Then Amy stepped forward…[br]
[br]
Amy: Succumb to the Dark Side, Sonic… [br]
Sonic: … A-Amy…?[br]
[br]
Amy: Mina never told you what happened to your wife…[br]
[br]

Sonic: She told me enough!!! She said that YOU killed Sally!!! O_o[br]
[br]
Amy: No Sonic…… I…… Am your wife…[br]
[br]
Sonic: … NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!! *cries*[br]
[br]
Amy: Search your feelings… You know it to be true… [br]
[br]
Sonic: NEVER!!!!!!!! [br]
[br]
Vanilla: ENOUGH!!!! >=([br]
All: … o_O[br]
Vanilla: I have trained for years to defeat you, Sonic… [br]
Sonic: … Whut?[br]
All: … [br]
Vanilla: And it will end… Tonight… [br]
Sonic: … Alright… [br]
All: … [br]
Nicole: Oooh, this ought to be epic! *munches popcorn and puts up 3d glasses* [br]
[br]
Vanilla: I summon you… The God of fire!! Ifrit!! [br]
Blaze: *catches fire and flails arms around screaming her lungs out*[br]
[br]
Knuckles: SWEET GHANDI!!!! HELP!!! [br]
Vanilla: GHANDI CAN’T HELP YOU NOW, dog!!!![br]
Ghandi: Ai am powerless against her. Oh noes. [br]
[br]
Vanilla: I shall summon… The God of water!! Waterga!!! [br]
Tala: *gets puddle of water thrown at her and slips* [br]
Vanilla: Aw yeah!! Black mages rule!!!! >=D [br]
[br]
Sonic: Eh… Blaze catches fire every time and… Tala fell down because she’s fracking rat-arsed again…
[br]
[br]
Tala: Huh, whuzzat…? [br]
[br]
Vanilla: … B-But- *gets slapped*[br]
Sonic: No, you suck being a… Black Mage… Necromancer… Thing… Whatever. Why you’re doing this
anyway? [br]
[br]
Vanilla: But… B-but it’s fun to be evil! O_o[br]
Sonic: No, it’s not… [br]
Nicole: Yeah… I mean… We’re having more fun watching… Paint dry… [br]
Knuckles: Or watching… Metal rust… [br]
Sonic: We’re having more fun… Watching Blaze burn… [br]
Blaze: *is soaked with gasoline* Well I don’t approve of this… [br]
Blain: … *hides jerrycan and whistles*[br]

[br]
Vanilla/Cream/Tails/Amy: … *whimpers* [br]
Blain: … Want me to finish them off…? *grins* [br]
Master Chief: … No…… Leave them to the elements… Their powerless now that everyone else is dead… Let
The Flood be their end… Our job is finished… [br]
[br]
Blain: Awww… *pouts* I never get the fun jobs… [br]
Shadow: … Can I still keep the helmet?!! 8D[br]
Sonic: Yeah, sure… -_-‘[br]
[br]
Nicole: Guys… We did it…!! Finally!! [br]
Master Chief: *nods* [br]
Cortana: An entire Covenant armada, obliterated! [br]
Knuckles: Darth Vader is dead too… [br]
Blain: I’m somewhat cured… [br]
Sonic: And the best thing is… We still have all of the Chaos Emeralds… [br]
Master Chief: Yeah!! We can go home! The war against the Covenant is over! [br]
[br]
Shadow: We still need to find Sparrow and save Peaches from Jones… [br]
Sonic: That shouldn’t be too hard now that we’re in the possession of these babies!! *pats
emeralds*[br]
[br]
Then everyone cheers and is happy until… [br]
[br]
Blaze: Great! Now all that’s left is to retrieve the Lunar and the Sol Emeralds as well without the
interference of the bad guys!!! [br]
[br]
All: … [br]
Tala: … What? [br]
All: Good luck finding them. [br]
[br]
Then everyone walked off one by one… [br]
[br]
Tala/Blaze: … Guys…? Oh come on, guys…! Guys!! Hey!! [br]
[br]
And so, our heroes boarded a space pod that would take them back to Earth, knowing they
saved the universe from total destruction… Now all our heroes would have to do, is to use Chaos
Control to undo the time paradoxes Elise caused, and all would be back to normal… [br]
[br]
Blain: … I still don’t understand this whole “Chaos Control thing”… How do you manage to do that? [br]
[br]
Sonic: I dunno… I just hold a Chaos Emerald up high and scream like a dog, CHAOS CONTROL!!![br]
[br]
Blain: Yeah but I don’t understand why everyone who has powers needs to shout out their attacks… It
doesn’t make any sense… [br]
[br]
Sonic: *shrugs* .[br]

[br]
Nicole: Oh look! The space pod even has a mini bar! [br]
Tala: … Pass me that Whiskey bottle… [br]
Nicole: Hm…? This one? [br]
Tala: No, the other one. That’s rum you’re holding… [br]
Nicole: … You’re an expert in booze… [br]
Tala: Chyah. [br]
Nicole: This one? [br]
Tala: No. To the left. [br]
Nicole: … [br]
Tala: YOU’RE LEFT!!!! >_< [br]
Nicole: … [br]
Tala: Cold… [br]
Nicole: This one…? [br]
Tala: Warm… [br]
Nicole: … [br]
Tala: Warm… Warmer… Hot… Hotter!! Hot!! You’re hot!! You’re very hot!! [br]
Nicole: O_o[br]
Tala: … [br]
Nicole: Dawww… *blushes* [br]
Tala: … O_o *backs away slowly* [br]
Nicole: Tala… Wait… [br]
[br]
Tala: … [br]
Nicole: … I think you’re hot too… X3 [br]
[br]
Tala: … Oh peachy fracking creamy… -_-‘ *swigs whiskey bottle* [br]
[br]
Shadow: … *stares outside the window with a glum expression* [br]
Lara: … What’s wrong Shadow…? [br]
[br]
Shadow: … I think… That… This is just the beginning…[br]
[br]
All: What?![br]
[br]
Shadow: Nothing, I was being dramatic! ^_^[br]
[br]
All: Oowh Shadow! You silly hedgehog![br]
[br]
So… I guess we can call it the end, neh? I mean, they got all the Chaos Emeralds… And… Every
bad guy is dead… Except for Rutland and Jones, but they didn’t care about them and…
Well… All turned out well in the end for our heroes… Except for Blaze and Tala, because they still
need to retrieve the Sol Emeralds and the Lunar emeralds and Tala still need to free Peaches
from the tentacles and claws from Jones when she feels like it, which will probably never
happen, BUT!!! All turned out well for the others… And I guess we can call it the end… [br]
[br]
Tails: … *sighs* It’s no use… We might as well give up… [br]

Amy: *shakes head* [br]
Cream: *whimpers* [br]
Vanilla: … GrrrrrrrrrrrrrRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGH!!!!! NO!!! WE WONT BE DEFEATED SO EASILY!!!
I WILL DESTROY THEM ALL!!!! I SWEAR I WILL KILL THEM!!! I HATE THEM!!! I HATE ‘EM ALL!!!! I
HAAAAAAAAATE THEEEEEEEEM!!!!!!!!!![br]
[br]
All: … O_o [br]
[br]
In the sudden burst of anger Vanilla displayed, she went berserk… Her hate and rage sparked the
dormant powers she had been bottling up for so long… She slammed her fists against the ground
while she was on her knees, and the more she slammed, the more rage she felt… Then… Her
hands were surrounded by a dark red aurora glow… She looks in disbelieve at her hands… But
her baffled look slowly turned into a vicious grin… [br]
[br]
Vanilla: … Hm… Interesting… *grins* [br]
Cream: M-Mommy…? [br]
Tails: … You still want to take them on…? [br]
Vanilla: It’s alright, dear… I learned from my mistakes… I won’t make the same mistakes again… [br]
[br]
Tails: … No, you’re making whole new ones instead… We should give up now that we- [br]
[br]
Then all of a sudden, Vanilla pulled Tails over by his neck and stared coldly in his eyes… [br]
[br]
Vanilla: You doubt my powers, mister Miles Prower…? [br]
[br]
Vanilla holds her fist that was surrounded by aurora flames close to Tails’ face who was
intimidated by her…[br]
[br]
Tails: N-N-No, b-bu-but-[br]
Vanilla: *nods* I thought so… We’ll continue as planned… This ain’t over yet… *grins* [br]
[br]
[br]

12 - An old man dies... A young girl lives on...
Meanwhile… On the Flying Dutchman… The East Indian Trading Company boarded the ship and
placed the chest which contained the heart of Davy Jones down below while it was guarded by
soldiers… The Flying Dutchman got taken over by Becket and his crew, and there was nothing
they could do to stop them… They were all prisoners on their own ship while captain Jones was
in his cabin alone… There was a knock on the door and Peaches entered the cabin…
Peaches: C-Captain…? You’ve summoned me…?
Jones: C-Come in…
Peaches: H-How are you feeling…?
Jones: I’m dieing, master Peaches…
Peaches: … N-No…!! Why?!!
Jones: Th-The goddess of the sea, Calypso… It w-was my… My duty to take care of those who d-died at
sea… I-I was separated from my love… For ten years, I devoted myself for the duty she put on my
shoulders… Ten years at sea… One day on land… And wh-when that day arrived… She wasn’t there… I
would die if I got on mainland before that day arrives…
Peaches: … You were in love with the goddess…?
Jones: … She betrayed me…
Peaches: Oh…
Jones: And now I will die because I fell down on land…
Peaches: …
Jones: You came here as part of my crew… To serve 100 years on the Dutchman after you volunteered
yourself… In all those months we travelled and pillaged together, you made me realize there’s more to
life then this… And I want to thank you for that… But my time has come now, thanks to Becket…
Peaches: Captain, no…
Jones: It’s inevitable, Peaches… But the Dutchman must have a captain…
Peaches: … I’ll do it…
Jones: … No…… You shouldn’t… You still got you’re whole life ahead of you…
Peaches: … What life, captain…? … I’m always being bullied by my stepsister… And they stopped making
My Little Ponies years ago… Barbie and Ken just wont do anymore for me…
Jones: … Are you sure…?
Peaches: Yes… I will get Becket for you… I will avenge you… I swear…
Jones: Then drive the East Indian Trading Company battalions off of you’re ship… Captain Peaches…
Peaches: … I will…
Jones: … In the right drawer next to the mirror is the spare key of the chest… I always kept it safe encase

something like this would happen… I never thought someone had to use it…
After Peaches got the spare key, she returned to Jones’ bed…
Peaches: I got the key, captain…
Jones: *nods slowly* Then do what must be done… Let me die with dignity… And the world will know that
Davy Jones didn’t surrender without a fight…
Peaches: I’ll make sure of that…
Jones: Go now…
Peaches: Thank you for being my friend, captain……
Jones: No… Thank you……
Peaches: *bites upper lip*
Jones: Go…
Peaches: … I’ll never forget you……
After a short moment of hesitation, Peaches walked out of the cabin while Jones watched her
leave… And for the first time in many years, he sheds a tear of sorrow…
Once Peaches got outside the cabin and walked on deck, she was confident and determined
enough to get rid of the soldiers on the Dutchman… With every soldier she passes, she felt hate
towards them, and glared at the warship armada in the distance, led by the HMS Endeavour… Her
decision to surrender changed… And she became even more determined to fight…
Fish Pirate: *whispers* What did the captain say to you…?
Peaches: *whispers* We’ll take on arms… And drive them off of our ship…
Fish Pirate: *whispers* There aren’t many soldiers here…… But we’re being watched by the armada…
It’s suicide to take them on…
Peaches: *whispers* Sparrow and the Brethren Court got our backs … I’ll take on the responsibilities of
becoming the captain…
Fish Pirate: *whispers* So… You’re gonna stab the… …?
Peaches: *nods*
Fish Pirate: *whispers* … You saved me a lot from Jones’ disciplinary punishments… I’ll follow you to
the death, captain Peaches… And I will make sure everyone else will be loyal…
Peaches: *whispers* … Good… Assemble the crew…
Fish Pirate: *whispers* … Aye captain……
Meanwhile… The spaceship which contained our heroes crashed landed in the water because
Master Chief received a Windows Blue Screen of Death. They did got noticed by Sparrow, and
moments later, they were picked up by Sparrow and his crew…
Sparrow: … Welcome back…
Blain: Did we missed anything?!
Sparrow: No, you’re just in time for the epic battle between the Brethren Court and the East Indian

Trading Company…
Tala: Oh good! *sighs in relief* We didn't miss the mass suicide!
Nicole: … What about you’re sister?
Tala: Oh yeah, right…
All: …
Tala: What?!! Then where is the Flying Dutchman?!! We need to save Peaches!!
Sparrow: … The Dutchman is the flagship…
Tala: …
Sparrow: We told Jones we would back him up, and now he’s all alone!! I purposely told him that! It’s a
joke! I wanna see his face when his ship gets obliterated by the East Indian Trading Company armada…!
And I go like, HA!!!! April fools!! *giggle snort*
Gibbs: Captain, today is the 22nd of August…
Sparrow: …
Gibbs: …
Sparrow: Then I will tell him that it’s August fools!! *giggle snort*
Gibbs: There is no such thiSparrow: There is now!! >_<
Gibbs: ButSparrow: Captain’s orders!!
Gibbs: …
Tala: How could you?!! My sister is on that ship!! We need to save her!!!
Sparrow: *sighs* Fine… Signal the other ships… We’ll go to arms… -_-‘
All: …
Sparrow: Well chop-chop, we ain’t got all day!
All: …
Gibbs: TO AR-!!!! *gets slapped by Blain*
Blain: TO ARMS!!!!!!
All: YEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAH!!!!!
Blain: Finally, I got my chance to yell orders around.
Gibbs: …
The other ships were signaled that they would take on the fight… Everyone got their cutlass
swords and muskets and prepared for battle… And so, the Brethren armada sailed out, to take on
the fight with Becket and his naval fleet…
It didn’t took long for them to see the entire naval fleet of the East Indian Trading Company
appearing through the fog… Everyone stopped yelling their war cry and looked baffled at the
fleet… More and more ships were coming as they could see the HMS Endeavour prepared itself
for battle with the Flying Dutchman…
All: …
Blain: … Oh bloody frack… We can never win this…

Sparrow: … There’s too many of them…
Gibbs: … We’re outnumbered…
Nicole: … Maybe we can surrender…
Elizabeth: You will listen to me… LISTEN!!!!!1 >_<
All: O_o
Rouge: … Someone has a serious PMS issue…
Then Elizabeth sighed in annoyance and climbed in the ropes, standing on the balustrade of the
ship…
Elizabeth: The Brethren will still be looking at us, the Black Pearl, to lead... And what will they see…?
Frightened bilge rats aboard a derelict ship…? No… No, they will see free men… AND FREEDOM!!!! >_<
All: … O_o
Elizabeth: And what the enemy will see is the flash of our cannons!!! They will hear the ring of our
swords and they will know what we can do!! By the sweat of our brows, and the strength of our backs,
and the courage of our- *gets shot and plunges in the water*
All: …
Lara: Sorry, but she really was getting on my nerves… *smiles nervously*
All: … *cheers and claps*
Pirate: Captain!!! The HMS Endeavour is boarding the Dutchman!!
All: …
Sparrow: …
Tala: We have to help them!!
All: …
Tala: Come on!!
All: …
Tala: You guys are hopeless!! I’m going in alone if I have to!!
All: …
Sparrow: Good luck! *smiles*
Tala: GAAAH!!! *yanks pistol and sword out from Sparrow’s sheath and jumps in the water*
Meanwhile, on the Dutchman… The crew and Peaches fought for their lives as more and more
soldiers boarded the ship… Peaches desperately fought her way down below with a few other
pirates, cutting through the soldiers… And eventually… She reached below deck where the heart
of Davy Jones was being guarded… She was startled by the number of soldiers there, but quickly
recovered to slice them… Heroically, she managed to kill them until there were only two more
left… Then one of the soldiers caught her by surprise from the back, as the other kicked the
sword out of her hands and aimed his musket at her…
Soldier: … Surrender…
Peaches: … Never……
Soldier: Then it’s TIME to DIE!!

Peaches closed her eyes and waited for the fatal shot… A shot was heard… But she did not feel
any pain… She opened her eyes slowly, and noticed the soldier was dead… She quickly kicked up
the sword she dropped and stabbed the soldier in the stomach…
Tala: Peaches!! We need to get out of here!!
Peaches: T-Tala…?
Tala: I’ve come to rescue you!! Come on!! We need to go, now!!
Peaches: No! I can’t go! They need me!!
Tala: What?!! I came all the way here to save your sorry little butt!! I didn’t go all through this to go back
empty handed!!
Then Tala grabbed Peaches by her arm and pulled her along…
Peaches: Lemme go!!! The captain needs me!! This ship needs me!!
Tala: You’re coming with me!!
Peaches: NO!!!
Then without warning, Peaches did something for the very first time in her life… She smacked
Tala on the back of her head with her pistol…
Tala: Ow!! The hell is that for?!! I’m trying to save you!!
Peaches: I’m not listening to you anymore!!
Tala: What?!!
Peaches: For all these years, you’ve been mean to me!! You never cared for me!! And now you want to
save me?!!
Tala: You ungrateful spoiled brat!! You’re coming with me!!!
Peaches: NO!! You get off of my ship, you hear me?!!
Tala: You’re ship?!! O_o
Peaches: Captain Jones is the only one who ever cared for me!!! I made him a promise!!! And I’m
intending to keep it!! *runs away*
Tala: Fine!! Suit yourself then!!
Tala was running away to get off the ship, but she quickly noticed the Dutchman was making
water caused by the cannon blasts from the HMS Endeavour… She didn’t want Peaches to go
down with the ship and started to feel sorry for her… So Tala sighed reluctantly and ran back
towards Peaches… When she did came back, she noticed Peaches had opened the chest and
stared at the heart of Davy Jones…
Tala: Peaches!!! No!!
Peaches: You’re too late, Tala!! You can’t save me anymore, but you can save everyone else on the
Pearl!! Here!!! Have some ice cream!!!
Tala: … Don’t do this, Peaches…
Peaches: I have too… It’s the only way…

Tala: I’m sorry…… I truly am…
Peaches: Go… Safe yourself… You could’ve never have saved me in the first place… Not you…
Tala: … I’m so sorry…
Peaches: Go…
As the cannon fire was raging above, the Dutchman started to sink… Tala took one look at her
little sister, who was staring at the heart of Davy Jones holding her sword… For a while, Tala
stared at her sister, who was not looking at her anymore… Knowing that she couldn’t change
Peaches’ mind, made her realize she had to go… To leave her sister behind… So she ran off, to
save herself, without looking back…
Peaches hesitated while staring at the heart… She held the decision of the captain’s life in her
hand… She didn’t want to, knowing it would kill her only friend she ever had… But she promised…
Peaches: *cries* I’M SORRY, CAPTAIN!!!1
And with a quick thrust of her sword, the heart of Davy Jones was penetrated… Back at the
captain’s cabin, Jones felt the penetration of his heart, and knew his time had come… With his
last breathe, he thanked Peaches for making him die with dignity, and not by the hands of Becket
and his naval fleet… And so, the Dutchman was lost to the raging waters of the sea… Upon
witnessing the sinking of the Dutchman, the EITC naval fleet retreated…
Midget pirate: Their turning awaaaaaaaaay!!!
All: YEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAH!!!!!!!
Sonic and co: …
Cortana: … They didn’t do anything to fight them and now their thinking they scared the East Indian
Trading Company away…? O_o
Pirate: Captain!! There’s someone overboard!!
Nicole: *gasps* It’s Tala!! Quick!! Get her on board!!
And so, Tala got taken on board while she was unconscious…
Shadow: She’s not breathing! O_o
Nicole: *gasps* Stand back everyone, I’ll give her mouth-to-mouth resuscitation!! 8D
Then Nikki moves her head closer to Tala’s head… Closer… And closer…
Tala: … *slaps Nicole*
Meanwhile…
Tails: What’s with the bionical suit anyway?
Darth Vader: … I drove my bike into a volcano when I was just a little boy…
Tails: Ouch…

Darth Vader: *nods* … And… My wife, Padmé. SheVanilla: I didn’t bring you back to life to chit-chat about you’re past nobody gives a hoot for!! Assemble
the clones!! We’re in war!!
Cream: … When you’re dead again… I’ll reclaim my helmet…
Darth Vader: …
Cream: I’ll be watching you…
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